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"UFOs are the Fifth Horseman of the Apocalypse."

- Dr. Lincoln La Paz

SPECIAL THANKS!

I would like to take special notice of

Bob Gribble's gift of his newsclipping

collection and source notes for the

years 1800-1996. Bob wanted his material
out to good use and I will make every

effort to do so. Many of Mr. Gribble's

items form a vital part of this booklet,

as they will, I'm sure, of subsequent

booklets and any revisions of previous

works.

Loren E. Gross
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UFOS A HISTORY

1958

MARCH-APRIL

(?) March. Midway between Crestview and Atlanta, Georgia. (4:30 p.m.)

"We frankly didn't know what the devil the thing was!"

Tne primary witness was a highly experienced (5,000 hours) instructor-pilot

who was a skeptic when it came to UFOs. In fact in the aftermath of his UFO
encounter he was contacted by a number of what he called "UFO worship" organi

zations, all asking for sighting details, but he refused to cooperate because

he considered UFO buffs to be sensationalists and screwballs. Only when Dr.

Richard Haines, a legitimate scientist, contacted him did he care to comment

on his UFO experience.
The pilot-instructor told Dr. Haines he had taken off from Sherman Naval

Air Station, Pensacola, on an unspecified day in March, 1958. He was at the
controls of a two place T2V-1 Sea Star aircraft with a Marine pilot as a sec

ond man in a two-man crew. Sherman tower had asked him to investigate a UFO

and he complied.

Reaching the area where the UFO had been reported, the instructor-pilot

spotted a bright glow at a higher altitude so he increased power to make an

approach. Flight conditions were excellent. The sky was clear with the only
clouds around being at a lower altitude. The Sea Star climbed up to where the

UFO was hovering:

"When at 34,000 feet and positioned directly below the object,
the object's plan view was circular, in fact perfectly circular.

The object's color was a radiant silver...very shiny and reflec

tive. With nothing to use for comparative size it was difficult

to judge the object's dimensions or its altitude advantage over

us. We could see no appendages, fixtures, hatches or the 1ike...

simply a smooth, silver-colored shape." (1.)

During his years as a pilot, the witness had seen many balloons of all types

but it this "balloon" was something new:

"At this point, I decided that surely I was observing a large

(or perhaps small) balloon. The object appeared to maintain

both its position over the ground and its altitude, I started

a series of climbing turns hoping to place the object off my
wing... turned to a heading of 270 degrees and opened on the ob

ject in order to put the sun at my back for a better look.
While steady on 270 degrees, the object appeared to drop down to

a position off my starboard wing and flew wing on me for several

minutes; it then commenced a starboard turn, climbing, and at a

fairly rapid speed opened the distance between us...until it

disappeared from view taking three or four minutes to fade from

our sight." (2.)

The instructor-pilot checked with Dothan radio and asked for the winds aloft
reading for 35,000 feet. The pilot assumed the maneuvers were wind driven some

how but he was informed the readings showed that the "balloon" had been moving

into an 180 knot headwind! (Also note the pilot said the "balloon" kept pace
with" his aircraft for several minutes).



There's more:

"Once the object appeared at my altitude (off my starboard wing), we

were able to observe its sideview for the first time. Unlike its

plan view seen only from below), the object's side view was much like

that of a symmetrical airfoil except that it appeared perfectly sym

metrical ... showing no leading and trailing edges. Again, no append

ages or fixtures could be seen...nothing to indicate a canopy, wind

screen, doors or hatches, no lines such as well doors or engine inlet

doors and so forth...simply a smooth, silver-appearing skin...of a

brilliant, silver color. We could discern no exhaust trail...heat

distortion or vapor. There appeared to be no lines attached to the

object. No lights were seen on or within the object." (3.)

The pilot-instructor would have liked to have identified the object as some

sort of terrestrial object, a balloon of some kind, but he had to admit: "...

we frankly didn't know what the devil the thing was!" (4.) (See drawing)

(?) March. Sao Paulo, Brazil. (2:00 p.m.)

Another "mystery balloon."

On an unspecified day in March 1958, a Mrs. Walter Serena left her house

with her husband and two small children to go shopping. Going out the front

door she spotted something odd in the sky to the northeast. Her house was
located on a hilltop north of the city of Sao Paulo. The story:

"The object was a plain white sphere (not shiny). It moved directly

toward the witness, coming closer and closer, and then suddenly it

stopped moving. At this time it appeared about the size of a tennis

ball at arm's length, according to the witness (see binocular draw-

"After remaining stationary for one or two minutes, the object sud-
denly rose straight up very swiftly, coming to a stop at a height
such that the apparent diameter was about half the size when it
was low and stationary.

"The object remained in this position for a considerable time. Mrs.

Serena ran inside the house, telling her cousin to keep the object

in sight, and called her husband on the telephone, at work. He ad
vised her to call the nearby Cadet's school [A military institution],

which she did. After some persuasion she obtained agreement to send
someone from the school. She then got her binoculars and went back
outside, the object still being where it was when she left. Just as
she came back outside the object dipped to a low altitude to the
southeast, where it remained, somewhat more distant than its first

low-altitude pause, for five minutes. It still appeared to be a
plain white sphere.

"The object then rose up and passed directly over the house, moving
into the west-northwest sky in the space of a few seconds, this time
coming to rest very high up and quite far away; its apparent size was

such that its disc could still be seen easily in the binoculars, but
was hard to see with the naked eye. Mrs. Serena had a rug brought

out to the back (west) yard of the house, where she went, lay down,
and observed through the binoculars for 5 to 10 minutes more.

"At this point the object began to change colors. About the top

one-fifth turned light orange, then bright red, then alternated be-



Object seen over Georgia by pilot-instructor. Witness' drawing.



tween these extremes smoothly ever few'seconds. The lower portion

remained plain white, not shiny nor shining with its own light as

if painted white. Two officers from the Cadet School arrived

about here, and watched with Mrs. Serena and her cousin for about

15 minutes more. At this time clouds (scattered cumulus at first,

then becoming dense) moved in from the south-west (sic) and came

between the observers and the object. The object could be seen

occasionally through breaks in the clouds for a few more minutes,

and then was lost to view.

"No marking or features were ever seen, except for the appearance

of changing colors on the top portion during the final phase of

the sighting." (5.) (See drawing)

3 March. Near Ponta Poran, Brazil. (10:30 p.m.)

"Saucer! Saucer!"

The remote area of Ponta Poran close to the Paraguay frontier was the scene of

yet another UFO adventure for Marcio Goncalves. Goncalves had been the driver of

Mrs. Mendonca's jeep during two UFO encounters in February. Since those incidents

Goncalves spent night after-night on the roads around Ponta Poran hoping to get

another look at the mysterious UFOs which he was convinced were controlled machines

containing crews. Goncalves tells this story:

"...on the night of March 3, 1958, I decided to invite my girlfriend

for a ride in the moonlight. But to get her parent's permission, I
needed other companions and also a reason for the ride. After an

evaluation of the situation, I called my small brother and told him

to gather some friends for another 'flying saucer hunt.' I also in

vited the girl. We left the town in the jeep some time around 9:00

p.m.

"The UFOs were not, of course, my real interest that night. I had

decided to drive up to a lonely and romantic place between two small

thickets along the road. I stopped the car at the wanted spot, be

side the road, in a large field between the two small forests. I

requested the boys to leave the car and start the "hunt.' I told

them to search across the plains around that region, flashing signals

with their flashlights. I was going to remain in the car with the

girl, but ---if anything happened---we should be alerted at once.

What I was actually doing was making believe they might find the

UFOs. It was a little trick but I didn't feel guilty about it, be

cause the boys were enjoying the situation and excited about the ad

venture .

"The time was 10:30 p.m. I was talking with my sweetheart, when sud

denly she looked as if she was going to get sick. She didn't talk,

but I saw through her frightened eyes that something was wrong --very

wrong. I quickly turned my head to the point she was looking at and

then I saw I saw it, too, Something very bright was hovering in

mid-air over the thicket ahead of us. The 'thing' seemed to be

studying the situation before making any decision concerning us. The

boys had sighted it, too, and started to run toward the jeep. They

were shouting: 'the saucer, the saucer...' Their behavior apparent

ly didn't please the UFO. It must have seen their shadows moving in

the moonlight and...with unexpected readiness... it shot straight to

ward them at high speed. It rapidly went after them, coming down
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from a westerly direction. It appeared to be 'wobbling in mid-air1
as it dived to the ground, flying slightly above their heads. For

tunately, the boys were not too far away and reached the vehicle in
time---just before the arrival of that 'thing.' Then everything

lighted up, as if the sun had suddenly come out. But the light was a

red as blood. My hair rose straight up the back of my head. Where
was the UFO?

"We were directly under the 'thing.' It was something made of pol-
lished metal, of a silvery color. It was larger than a car and

shaped like a round ball. It appeared to be so near that we could

have hit it with a pole.

"The boys had jumped into the jeep. They were scared. The girl was

mumbling and trying to scream, but no sound came from her throat. The

situation was very bad. At any moment that thing might land on the

car and we would be smashed, and killed. I decided to run away at

once. That thing was trying to scare us, it was not friendly—it

might even try something worse

"I started the car and drove hurriedly to the town. The UFO follow

ed us, staying just behind the jeep---flying at about nine feet from

the ground. It was very low, indeed; the vehicle as well as the sur

roundings was illuminated by the bright glow emitted by the object.

There was no noise, or heat coming from it. I began to drive more

rapidly, risking our lives because the road was in very bad condi

tion, but there was no other alternative

"The chase lasted for fifteen minutes, until we reached the other

thicket (the one on the way to the town). The road passed through

the woods, and I hoped the object couldn't fly under the small

trees and disappear. We then relaxed, thinking it was gone...When

we left the protection of the woods, we spotted it hovering over the

thicket---higher in the sky. It was clear that it was waiting for us

to appear. The road at that place curved toward a hill a few hundred

yards yards away. Then the thing saw our car; it dived at high

speed, but not toward the jeep. It left the road and cut its way to

the hill; it shot straight toward the top of the hill. After that

maneuver, it was ahead of us.
"The UFO descended over the hill, stopping on the ground just in

the middle of the road. The situation was bad, the object had maneu

vered to cut off our way to the town. In fact, our path was blocked

for it was now on the road ahead (on top of the hill), hovering about

a few feet above the ground. The jeep was starting to climb up the

hill---the UFO was there, just waiting...I had only one alternative

left: to drive the car on a collision course against the object; I

couldn't stop; to come back, on the other side, was to do exactly

what 'they' wanted. No, there was no other choice. The jeep picked

up speed and we prepared for the crash.

"Then an odd thing happened. As the car was climbing up the hill,

its headlights gradually were raised until their beams of light hit

the UFO directly. To our amazement, the object reacted strangely as

if its propulsion system had been disturbed by the light rays. When

the beam of light from the car reached out and found it, the UFO

wobbled violently in mid-air and shot straight up. I don't know

why. but it was running away from the light. A very strange and un-



expected thing. But it was good for us because I saw our chance

and crossed the dangerous point rapidly. We passed just under

the object, but there was no interference...Some minutes later

the UFO began to follow us again, but cautiously, never coming

close (as it did before). After ten minutes, it changed course

for the last time. It climbed up vertically, switched off its

lights at a height of about 300 feet, and vanished into the dark
ness..." (6.)

3 March. Ihe Air Force's victory is not complete.

As we have seen, the Air Force was able to turn back a McClellan Subcom

mittee inquiry with incredible ease back on February 28th. But the military

wanted more. They wanted a piece of paper officially stating that the Air

Force was doing an adequate job of handling UFO reports. The Subcommittee

balked when confronted with that request. General Kelly, the officier that

dealt with Congress on the military's behalf, explained the Subcommittee's

behavior in a memo. (See memo below) _

.^MCCUXLAN SUB-CCDMTTTEB MSSBU

"MEMRANDUM

"MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SERVICES

SUBJECT: McClellan Subcommittee Statement Concerning Air Force

Handling of UFO Reports.

1. Reference is made to your memorandum of 28 February 19S8,

subject as above.

2. The reason for the delay in my reply is that considerable
exploratory work has been done with the Conmittee and the staff
relative to your suggestion. However, the general attitude of
the Conmittee is that while they feel that it is not worthwhile
to invest further time and money in this area, plus the fact that
the Air Force is conducting its own investigation, they will not

make a release to this effect at this time.

3 In cases of this type, we have found that Congressional
Comnittees are not prone to commit themselves in the way you
suggest. Therefore, while the Committee's attitude is that they
arenot Eoins to pursue this matter further, they, have indicated
that they would not so commit themselves publicly for if the
situation should change at a later date they would not want to be
shackled by a press release indicating that they had no further

interest in the matter.

(Signed)

Joe W. Kelly

Major General, USAF
Director, Legislative Liaison. (7.)



5 March. NICAP. An urgent plea for help.

In a "confidential bulletin --not to be made public," Keyhoe informed the
NICAP membership of the deleted material that he wanted to present on the

Armstrong TV show, and how the cuts were forced by the Air Force people by

intimidation. Furthermore, Keyhoe wrote:

"Since then, there have been intensified attacks on NICAP and its

Director. I hope to cover the items omitted on the Armstrong show

on next Saturday, March 8, when I am scheduled to be interviewed

by Mike Wallace of the ABC network at 10:00 p.m. EST; also when I

appear on the 'Long John1 program on Station WOR after midnight

following the Mike Wallace show. I hope to offset one serious ef

fect of the Armstrong show.

"Many Americans, uninformed on UFOs, took the Air Force statements

without question, since I had too little time to refute their
claims. As a result, there has been a sharp drop in membership ap

plications at a time when NICAP was already in need of immediate

•support to carry out its program." (8.)

5 March. Why are meteor sightings classified?

A professor emeritus of Astronomy and a former director of the Flower and

Cook Observatories, was researching fireball sightings. He computed atmo-

sheric paths and orbits in space. The professor, however, encountered some
problems he had not anticipated:

"...my good friend Dr. Lincoln LaPaz of the University of New Mex
ico has for some time gathered such reports for the military au-

tho ities, in his general region. I have in vain tried to get cop

ies, but while he and I are on the most friendly terms, he has al

ways declined to give me copies, saying they are classified. Last

year I made an attempt to secure them, aided by Col. D.M. Barring-

er, formerly of the Air Force, but received nothing. Some are sup

posed to refer to UFO, but as I worked out (without his data) sev
eral orbits for such objects, there is no doubt some were bright

fireballs." (9.)

5 March. Near Ponta Poran, Brazil, (no time)

Another car chase. Refused to talk.

Fontes notifies APRO.

Another car was chased by a pair of UFOs on a road near Ponta Poran on

March 5th. The UFOs broke off the pursuit when the automoble reached the en
virons of Ponta Poran. The witnesses in the auto, a husband and his wife,
refused to be interviewed they were so upset by the experience. Apparently
the pursuit was similar to the one that took place in February in the same
area. (10.)

7 March. Trindade Island. Special cameras.

Dr. Fontes reported to APRO:

"After the happenings of January 16, 1958, the Brazilian Navy de

cided to set up special photographic equipment at Trindade. This



camera project included automatic cameras with telephoto lenses

which were to be kept ready to photograph any new UAO appearances,

at any time. Technicians handling the equipment were to stay at

their posts day and night---each man being substituted by another

every four hours.

"I don't know if the system worked as planned. But I was inform

ed that a UAO reappeared over the Island on March 7, 1958, in the

daytime. One of the observers, a Navy doctor, tried to photograph

it with his camera---but nothing appeared on the negative. (11.)

8 March. Mike Wallace* program. (10:00 p.m.)

"I'm pretty well convinced that there's something to this business."

In February Mike Wallace phoned Keyhoe and asked the NICAP director to appear

on his TV show. Wallace promised no censorship so Keyhoe accepted the invita

tion. The program was to be telecast live at 10:00 p.m. on March 8th.

Just before air time on March 8th Wallace greeted Keyhoe with a surprising

declaration: "I'm pretty well convinced there's something to this business."

(12.) Wallace a believer? If so, being sympathetic to Keyhoe's cause did

not mean Wallace was going to let the NICAP director turn the show into a pro-

UFO documentary. Wallace's job was to probe Keyhoe's claims.

One high point of the show was when Keyhoe held up a page

from the Armstrong Theater script so viewers could see sections

that were "X" out due to censorship. (See pages 11-17)

Wallace said: "The Air Force has given us very convincing

evidence that it [The UFO mystery] is largely --I'll say 99.44

per cent---a hoax." (13.) Keyhoe snapped back: "You mean all

the pilots, missile trackers and tower operators are liars?"

(14.) Wallace immediately backed down: "No, no, no! Thank

you for correcting me. Let's just say misinformation." (15.)

The exchange continued and Keyhoe started to mention a Senate Subcommittee

investigation, the critical fact that got him into difficulties on the Armstrong

program, when Wallace dropped a bombshell. Wallace read a statement by Air

Force Assistant Secretary Richard E. Homer. According to Secretary Homer,

there were no Congressional hearings being held or planned! (16.) That was

certainly news to Keyhoe. Keyhoe was incredulous because he had maintained a
close ties with the McClellan Subcommittee representative and he figured he

would be the first to know. He also found it hard to believe the Subcommittee

would be so unimpressed with the material it had been given.

The appearance on the Wallace show was suppose to be a "second chance" for

Keyhoe. Instead the NICAP director had walked into an ambush. Had Keyhoe been

been set up?

*Wallace is a survivor, physically and professionally. As late as 1998 he was

still going strong as an interviewer on the highly rated magazine show 60 Min

utes.
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Pages 11-17

Armstrong Circle Theater

script pages showing

material deleted by

Armstrong at Air Force

insistence.
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EJWARDS:

Now, Major ... you believe that

the massive weight of evidence

proves that Plying Saucers are

real ...

KEYHOE:

Real -- and from outer space ...

EDWARDS:

Which puts you on exactly the

opposite side of the fence from

the Air Force, //oux &o

"""kEYHOE:

In no position to explain

or de\end the Air Force. They

reach o^e conclusion baaed on

facts. W\ take the same facts

and reach a\dlfferent conclusion.

But after ali\ one has to go on

the past record\ And the past

record Is best Illustrated by

this quote from theVjanuary 6th

Issue of LIFE Magazin\

(HE TAKES MAOAZINE FROM TA\l£)

Making a forecast of "sur\ things"

for 1958 ... LIFE says: Quo!
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iYHOE: (Cont'd)

sightings o?>qyghly 200 uniden-

tied flying obJectO><^whlch the

Pentagon will be able to disp?

210.

~~~ EDWARDS:

Thank you, Major Keyhoe.

One of the most eminent men of

science who has taken a deep in

terest in the problem of UFO is...

CUT-TO: SHOT OP PROP, MENZEL AT

DESK D.

... Professor Donald H- Menzel,

Professor of Astrophysics at

Harvard University and author

of "Flying Saucers" published

by the Harvard University Press*

Professor Menzel .«. in your con

sidered opinion ... has our at

mosphere been invaded by space

ships .... flying objects ....

originating in outer space?

2 - 69
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KEYHOEi (Cont'd)

, which do appear to be

are unlike any other

phenomena r^qyer observed. Other

stars In our gaiaLjwmay have hun

dreds of thousands oXinhabltable

worlds. Races on these

may have been able to utlllf*. the

tremendous amounts of power re-N

quired to bridge the space betweenN

the stars". End quote.

EDWARDS:

Now, Major ... you believe that

the massive weight of evidence

proves that Flying Saucers are

real ...

tit Ctr
Absolutely.

EDWARDS:

Which puts you on exactly the

opposite side of the fence from

the Air Force. And Mtli na

3 - (REV)

KEYHOE:

There are two possibilities, Mr.

Edwards, First, an honest
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KEYHOEs (Cont'd)

things, which do appear to be

directed, are unlike any other

phenomena I ever observed. Other

stars in our galaxy may have hun

dreds of thousands of Inhabitable

worlds. Races on these worlds

may have been able to utilize the

tremendous amounts of power re

quired to bridge the space between

the stars". End quote.

EDWARDS:

Now, Major ... you believe that

massive weight of evidence

prove^that Flying Saucers are

real ...

^3
3 "4& (REV)

Absolutely.

EDWARDS:

Which puts you on e^ctly the

opposite side of the fence from

the Air Force. And both\onolu-

slons based on more or leas\the

same evidence.

KEYHOEt

There are two possibilities, Mr.

Edwards. First, an honest
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9 March. Eureka, California. (10:15 a.m.)

"A fantastic thing happened."

Although this report was submitted by a young man just out og High School, a

UFO sighting in the same region five days later suggests there was UFO activity

in this part of California at the time. (See letter)

Southern shift.

UFO reports were few in number during this period. It appears the shift to

ward the Equator had largely moved UFO activity out of Europe and the U.S. for
the most part. There are examples to illustrate this: Algeria and Panama. The
first case we will consider will be the Algerian one.

? March. Bouahmama, Algeria. (12:30 a.m.)

"Something extraordinary happened to his mind."

The situation:

The lone witness was a French Legionnaire identified only by the initials
"N.G." The location was the desert south of Constatine at Bouahmama where the

Legion had an encampment. "N.G." was on night sentry duty, manning a fortified
emplacement at some distance from the unit's main position. "N.G.'s" duty was

to warn of any surprise attack. He had a phone and a rifle. The night sky was

devoid of clouds and the landscape silent. No enemy action was expected. In
the camp everyone was sound asleep. "N.G.'s" story as told by Joel Mesnard:

"It began with a whistling noise, the sort of noise you hear if
you blow into the neck of a bottle. This sound seemed to him to

be coming down from the sky. He immediately looked up, and saw

an enormous, roundish object descending. It stopped when it was

about 35-40 meters (roughly 100 to 120 feet) above the ground, and

began to hover there, motionless and silent.

"He estimated it to be as much as 350 meters wide (1.000 feet).

As seen by him slightly from below, during the arrival and take
off phases, it seemed to be elliptical in shape, quite indepen

dently of the perpective effect that makes a disc look elliptical

when observed from a point outside the disc's center-line. Its

span might, he thought, have been in the neighbourhood of 250

meters. He estimated the distance between himself and the nearest

edge of the object at little more than 50 meters (150 feet)" (17.)

Moreover;

"The object was surrounded by-pale green light, and an intense

conical beam of emerald-green light was coining from the center of

the under-part towards the ground.

"Legionnaire N.G. did not fire his rifle, nor did he pick up the

telephone. He just remembers staring at the object for 45 to 50

minutes. The pale green and fascinating colors he had ever seen.

Legionnaire N.G. had forgotten all about the war. All nervous or

psychological tensions had gone from his mind. He was just feeling

happy.
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"Then came the noise again, like somebody blowing into a bottle,

and the object started rising gently, until it had reached a height

of about 100 or 120 meters. Then it flew off at tremendous speed

towards the North-West, climbing as it went.

"What the Legionnaire then felt was a sort of sadness at the dis

appearance of this beautiful sight. After a few minutes this feel

ing began to fade, yielding place to a return of his ordinary state

of consciousness, until his full mental faculties were back. He

quickly picked up the telephone and reported what he had seen. To

his great amazement however the officer at the camp simply replied

in the manner: 'All right. We'll see about it tomorrow morning."'

(18.)

The investigation:

"A careful investigation was carried out at the scene of the

sighting. N.G. recalls with a smile that the officers even examin

ed the sand with a magnifying lens. No footprints, no marks, no

alien material was found in the area, and no smell either.

"Probably more for medical than for 'ufological' reasons, the wit

ness was thoroughly questioned by officers. He stuck to his orig

inal story, and the affair was considered to be quite amazing. He

was sent to the Military Hospital at Val de Grace in Paris: There

he was kept for a week under close scrutiny by neurologists and

psychiatrists. An electrocephalogram revealed nothing unusual.

The conclusion of all the doctors was that N.G. was in a state of

good physical and mental health. He had not been notably affected

by the strains caused by wartime service in Algeria. He had no

tendency towards drinking, and was considered to be competent for

service in the Foreign Legion, which means an especially hard way

of life." (19.)

9-11 March. Panama.

"Searchlights touched the objects and they jumped 8,000 feet in seconds."

A series of UFO events took place at the Ishmus of Panama over a period of

three days. (See Air Intelligence Information Report pp.21-25)

Russian magazine Ogonek, March, 1958 issue:

"Recently, not far from Moscow, a strange rapidly-flying object

appeared at a height of about 3000 meters. Witnesses declare that

it had exactly the form of a disk of considerable size. Soon there

after the disk lost altitude, allowing itself to fall with a spi

ralling motion; then it climbed again, turned on its edge, and went

out of sight at full speed behind the nearby woods..." (20.)

11 March. The Trindade photos "explained." An overwhelming power?

A report on Trindade to higher headquarters was prepared by the American

Naval Attache stationed in Rio de Janeiro. This document by Capt. Sunderland
determined the attitude of BLUE BOOK experts and other U.S. authorities. The

value of the paperwork can be judged by paragraph four. (See report)
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In accordance with Department of the Army Intelligence Col
lection itemorandum M00-MB-1, Jat.d 6 August 1987? iubjei?:
"Unconventional Alroraft-, the following Information lasubmitted:

n*#4 SLi2 V"**1988. Capt. Harold Z. Stablaaa, Operations
Officer, 764th Antl-Aixcraft Oparatloaa Caster (AAOC). Tort Clayton
Canal lone, reported Information concerning the sighting of aa
unidentified flying object. - At 2003B, 9 Uarch.1038, Btchlmaa aa
Depaty Defense Commaader for Antl-Aireraft Defenses, waa notified
at hia boae by the Operations Duty Officer, AAOC, that the AAOC
bad received a radar report of an unidentified aircraft approaching

wJU*^Ulc ■"* °* th< •1>ttou» •* Panama. Btablmaa arrived at the
AAOC at approximately 2008B.

Daring the radar tracking of the first blip wbicb appeared
oa the radar screen, two additional bllpa were observed at 2045R.
The first echo waa. Identified aa a. .Chilean Airlines alroraft which
landed at Toeunen Airport, Toeumea, Bepubllc of Panama. The two
other blips, which wara sot Identified,. Indicated tbat the two
objacta were la tba vicinity of Fort Eobbe, Canal Zone. A civilian
aircraft in the general Tlelnlty of tba objects made a visual
search of the area with aegatlve results. The original blips were
picked up by Search Badar and than transferred to the Track Radar
Unit located at Flameuao Island, Fort Amador, Canal Zone. Ttala
unit waa able to lock oa the unidentified objects.and the following
Information was obtained: ' 7 . ~ "~ •: . , . **»•*«•

HuBber of Objects: . two, approximately one

' , hundred yards apart.

Duration of Badar Observation: 2003B, 9 lurch 1958, to
0308B, 10 Uarcb 19U.

Location .of Badar: ' Battery D, 784th AAA Ba,
_ .. Flamenco Island

Location of Object: LJ 2833. (Geo-Baf, Ulil-
^, tary Grid Beferenca aystao)

Prevailing feather

Dirwetlon of. flight: '. Arerage angle of elrratlon,
868°, Aainuth. 330 alia. .

Manner-oX Tlight: Steady, alight circular

path orer tba Tlelnlty of

fort Kobbe, Casal lone.

Altitude: . Tarlad from two to tan

thousand faat. Arerago of
■saraa thousand feet.

An attempt waa made by'members of the Badar Site, 'lanenco
Island, to observe the objects by searchlights; ¥hsa the light
touched the objects, they traveled from aa altitude of two'tbouaand

feet to tea thousand feet la five to ten seconds.

AF,S-«ll2a Stftfm
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I
AC Or 8. 0-2 OSABCMtIB IB-«-S8 "4 "7

Muabar of Objacta:

Duration of Badar Obsarratlom

Looatlon of Radars °

Location of Objact:

Vaatbar:

Manaar of night,

Altttuda:

Ona.

loiaa to i«UK,
10 March 1898.

Taboga Island Badar
- 81ta.

D.1646. (Gao-Raf,
Military Grid Bafaranea
Syataa)

Partly cloudy.

Track Badar indicated that tha

*?*" Stata, Air rorca J.t alrcro>t thaliS. SJt
that tl«a tho spaad of tha objact laa ealcuUtad S

trlaatular ahapad
fUgbt pattara.

OBBatarnlnabla dua to
radar ayataa usad.

. .Tarlabla, troa bovcrlag
to approxlaataly ona
thonsasd all** par hour

~t

•ml.*!.;..0" 1X Mmrcb 1988' "' *f "• »*"■• OparatlOB. Qfflear
^^'i* ""• Iwt C1***0*. Canal Sona. raportad lnfor»*tton rai
ealrad fro. a Paa-taarlcan Alrllaaa Pilot Snoamln, aTuitd«nMf l«
flying objact. At approxtaataly 0400R, il lurch 19587taa plXot of
incoalng. aircraft C-&09, a Pan Aaancan Alrllnaa DC-8 obaarrid aT
nnldentlflad flying obj.ct 13 dagraas North on ros Trot routaT Tha

SSuS^SSr^lr^Son!11-1 ?* *""" "* -.*"-"«« *■ •

• •# uw MM»M» *<*M» ■*• m~*mt ml i*.

atctauTT uraanmx »<•• <mm
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AC O? 8. G-a P3ABCAMB ■ - ra-t-58 "■ .3

At tha iin tin. It. Strat nportad that an onld.atlf lad

ITSt^1' SM85 "•lullI1« *>**»»•«* « u sssa! STSthird plot, at 0S17B, tha objaet had und to UC SO4 la a South-
«*at«rl7 dlraettaa. Iloroa alaataa alapsad durlthfli
Uojo* th. thr.. ptot.. At 0W8B, th. ohj4f;2 ^
4303. laooMliic alroriit c-S0» tula ttoim ar«a
nm aak*d 1* It «aa th. aau track that «aa plokwl rp

at 0U6K, attll trawling In a Soathvatcr
contact vaa lost at that tl«. Th. alsa
th.. obj.ct could not b. d.twalaid by>

02 VSaBCABJB COUIlim
r»qu±r.» that: . . .

■btsat «00-73ft-l untlontd abor.

-7*. 5.adquartwa at th. timit Major Air Coaaaad abould b. notl-
Xl«l of .Ightlncs -vhleh eeu to th. attantloa et Any l
rt^.r.ncd DXiat eoatlaiMS, -Air Pore. Conaad.ra™. lS
troa th. 0»artB.at of th. Air Tore, which com raportlac
3*ct UTR-adO-a: •UBld.atlfl«l riylag OhjMta BaportCa Short

Af,K-,,u2i SKfarJa^""-'"-*
trfO* *>*M «*»^ Aa*
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summon to u rain iu

CAirC, ;ir«ctor of Int«X. 1X-4.S8

ram thx mo at uoynmrr »

00 March

Unknown aircraft flying Tango Inbound

SS JT?^^?? "* Tab«- -&PP«S^to irSrtltJn^
Ko air- tzmMle la araa at all. idrtaad Ale of poaalbi-
Uty of objaet latarfarlag with air traffic. po"1D1-

Adrlaad that a balloon had b«*n r«l«w«d aarUtr la "the

ST^S t?2Sr'"i"t'171830B "»* ■hoald bt praaaat tloa.

pool

Olataneo of objoet from » Battarr (riaaloxo) la 4870

20:43 UaidantlXlad.bilp bailorod to t»

20:48

21:40

33>4S

231 SB

24:00

10 lurch

00:44

00:59

02:10

10:12

balloon

»• ol.ar«l b,
I lM*J?««l«»«,l« ordw to wold obj.it.
eroaa tha oana^ orar Albrook.

** i(nt TtIT to

Badar adTlaaa that aa aooa aa ••mrchllght iu nplor
JSS^S* J*c™* •™lT»- «>J«et now at 10.0 fi.t.

8 """• "*«™. o" »t 10.0 f,.t,

Branllf Flight 400 roporta MgatlTo alfhtlaf of objact
durtnt brlaf lnroatlfatlon. Radar raportod aircraft waa
approxl«ataly 100 yarda tnm objwit.

Badar reports two tartata now approslMatalr 100 rards
apart. Branlff rilght 400 landad at 0047. . .

Badar contact loat. ' '•

Unknown aircraft at U1640, apaad 290K. Ko known air
craft. In araa. Chack with Toetaan, Albrook. Howard, ATC
• CAA. Blip Tory practical, haa raachad ap««d of 900E
than alowa to a emplat* stop for aararal mlnutaa batora
■orlng acaln. ■ '

10:30

lls20

llajor DaTls at Howard Oparatlona adrlaad of DTO.
go up and taka a look. • • . . ■ •

Ra will

*T 8289 (T-33) airborne to chaok OTO. obaarvad
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11? March. Bad news confirmed.

Several days after TV show Keyhoe still doubted Wallace's announcement
the Senate Subcommittee had no interest in hearings. If the information
was correct, why hadn't someone contacted him? Word finally came to Key
hoe, but in a round-about-way. NICAP members, pestering the McClellan
Subcommittee for progress reports, were told the same thing Wallace had
announced over the air. The bad news was confirmed.

Keyhoe scanned the member's letters that were forwarded to NICAP headquar
ters. Certain sentences jumped out at Keyhoe: 'This committee has held sev

eral interviews on the subject of unidentified flying objects...No public
hearings are planned or contemplated...The Subcommittee does not intend to

investigate the United States Air Force." All the letters were signed by

Donald O'Donnell, acting chief counsel, making the decision official and
final. (21.)

11-14? March. A battle lost. What to do next?

NICAP board members were not about to quit the fight. It was suggested
that different government departments be approached. Letters were sent out
to various officials and organizations. Here are some of the replies.

The Department of Justice:

-Refused to answer NICAP1s query regarding any legal basis for
silencing civilians who sight UFOs.

The Central Intelligence Agency:

-Refused to confirm or deny that the CIA controlled the inves
tigation and imposed secrecy. Refused to admit that the CIA

arranged a confidential evaluation of UFO reports by noted scien

tists, in 1953, at the Pentagon.

The U.S. Army:

-Refused to release its directives for reporting by Army per

sonnel. (22.)

The Ayres letter.

In the midst of all this, the letter from Congressman Ayres to NICAP mem

ber Melvin Knoop surfaced (See UFOs: A HISTORY 1958, January-February, p.46).

Ayres said Congressional UFO hearings were being held, but that the meetings

were not open to the public and the results not printed!

Evidently there was some concerns about the UFO problem on Capital Hill

but the Air Force's handling of reports was not one of them. This would make
sense if the powerful committee chairmen knew all about UFOs, even more than

Keyhoe, and felt secrecy was essential. Also, hearings involving UFOs may

have touched on a number of different issues that had no, or little, bearing
on NICAP1s objectives.
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, REPORT

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Preparing Officer'3 Commentst

1. tost firing saucer stories are not worth, pasting much tine or
effort, bat this story apparently substantiated by official Navy

photographs taken In.the presence of large number of Nary personnel
under closely controlled and almost Ideal circumstance* should hare
absolutely proved the existence of an unidentified flying object.
Unfortunately, further Investigation provided only frustration at every
turning. A number of Brazilian Navy officers profess to believe the
story Implicitly but whether they have aore Information than vs la
unknown* ■■

2. There appear to be only ftvo explanations for this peculiar Incidentt

(a) Some overwhlemlng power has told the Brazilian Navy, not to
offlolally verify this Incident (which they should easily be able to do.
If It occurred) nor to deny It (which they should easily be able' to do,
If It Is a fake). I personally do not believe that anyone has told the
Brazilian Navy to keep quiet about It because there has been no hint of
Btujh suppression In either Brazilian or U.S. circles} and also because

I doubt their eontrol of the Individual officers and nan Is good enough
to hold the line.

(b) The whole thing is a fake publicity stunt put on by a crooked
photographer and the Brazilian Navy fell for It. This seems like the
most likely considering Brazilian's love for sensationalism and gossip,

their well known propensity for never lettingthe truth stand 1a the way
of a good story, and general bureaucratic inefficiency.

3. In addition, the photographs furnished by the Brazilian Navy are
unconvincing. Details of the land are extremely sharp but the disc
is hazy and has little contrast and shows no shadow effect. It also
appears that the object was Inverted in photograph 2 compared to 1 and

3. Also the papers have mentioned extremely high velocities-and there
appears to be no lateral blurring as would occur with any reasonable
shutter speed.

U. It is the reporting officer's private opinion that a flying saucer
sighting would be unlikely at the very barren island of Trlndade, as

everyone knows Martians are extremely comfort loving creatures.

TOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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11 March. Route 75, Km. 76.5, Pando, Canelones Provmvce, Uruquay. (night?)

Big ovoid object with revolving lights.

The Uruguay UFO group CIOVI collected this:

"Mr. Nelson Cuba, making a routine trip in his bus with his wife
saw in the distance ahead of him several colored lights hovering
in the air. Getting closer, he could see that they were revolving
horizontally and rapidly. When he was some 400 meters away he saw
that above the light he had at first seen there was an intermit-,
tent red light which also revolved. The colors were green, yel- •
lowish white, and the red described above. When they were passing
behind the objects, Mr. Cuba could see a cupola.
"The object was without doubt solid and generally ovoid; it was

some 60 meters in diameter.

"After 7 or 10 minutes the object emitted a yellowish white light'
which illuminated an area of about 150 meters; it was not possible
to see where the light came from, however.

"The object made various meneuvers very slowly and then took off
at an angle of IS degrees towards the Southwest and disappeared
from sight." (23.)

11 March. Near Jose Ignacio, Maldonado Province, Uruquay. (2:20 a.m.)

This account was taken from the newspaper El Diario. The observation was
made by Kuis Gervac(?)io. The incident lasted~7 minutes?

"It was 2:20 in the morning when I was lying in bed without much

hope of getting to sleep. Suddenly I heard a particularly strange
buzzing coming from the open space in which the place I was stay
ing is located. The buzzing was followed immediately by an invas
ion of violet light and an aura of heat accompanied by a vibration
of the air.

"I went outside and among the trees and above the silhouette of
some animals, I could see, at a distance of some 150 meters, what
seemed to be an enormous apparatus of about 50 meters in diameter,
which was landing softly, though not slowly, on the ground.
"The object seemed to be metal and an enormous hose which came

from the craft gave the impression it was sucking up something
from the ground.

"Later I was able to examine the mark it left on the ground.
"The silhouette of the object was that of two inverted cones. At

that moment took off and I could see that the top part, with an

opening from which came the violet light, remained fixed while the
bottom half gyrated. I could also see fins where the two halves
joined.

"Instants later it was lost to view." (24.)

11 March. Kankakee, Illinois. (10:30 p.m.)

Zig-zag manner.

A Carl Miller wa's standing on Gordon Avenue in Kankakee when he spotted
a red object which appeared to be solid and self-luminous. When first seen,
the object was stationary and stayed that way for about two minutes. It then
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moved slowly northwest in a zig-zag manner. (See drawings by witness) (25.)

• •*'••

it—^

12 March. Was Keyhoe another "Billy Mitchell."

In his column of March 12th writer George Todt paid Keyhoe a big compl ijnent,

one that should be part of the historial record for future generations to judge.
(See clipping)

WEDNESDAY.MARCH 12,19SS

GEORGE,. TODTS

OPINION

Strategy In Challenging Top Brats
"And It e«jn« to pass, as they

•UU went on, and talked, that,
behold, there appiartd 4 char

iot of lire, and horse* of fire,
and parted them both asunder;
and Elijah went uo by a whirl*
wind' Into heaven."—II Kings,
U

Last Saturday the man who
may one day be hailed as the
modern "Billy Mitchell" of a
myitertoui legment of our mw

ipace frontier wai on a nation
wide television program — and

ril bet a wooden ruble that
Mike Wallace didn't even know

It Even though It was his own
show.

Mike had Just got "the word"
from the Pentagon, you see.

And In any contest between an

ordinary mortal and the "Laby

rinth on the Potomac,'1 It was

pretty painfully obvious that

Mike just had to side In with the

brass. Well, most of the press

telt much the same way about

the Mitchell Incident a genera

tion ago — even though the

However, If a man thinks he

must speak out about something

he disagrees with mightily—ho
has a right to do so. But he

should resign from the armed
services before be goes to th«
nation with felt outspoken dis

agreement General Mitchell

and the Army Colonel didn't do
this. And that Is the reason why
their oourt martial sentences

have not been rescinded. Few

responsible persons disagree

with their conclusions today. It

Is simply a matter of ethics.

Now Major Keyhoe is a re

tired U.S. Marine Corps officer
and is well within his rights to

bring up this matter of the

gravest concern and controversy

to the attention of the Ameri

can people. He believes — and
has mountains of evidence lo

back up his Judgment—that the

Earth has been the object of a

survey by Interplanetary space

craft for a matter of many

yean and that official confir

mation of this tact Is being

withheld from the public.
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thoughtful analyses about U.S.

air power prtpartd by General

Mitchell later made Mi detrte-
ton In the then-War Depart

ment look a lUUe more than

silly. Rldlculoui would be a

more apt description.

In one crucial retpect, the

careen of Major Donald E.
Keyhoe—the nation'! top civil

ian Investigator ot unidentified

flying objects, called UFO's-
and that ot General Mitchell

•re opposed. And that lies in
the fact that the Genera) criti
cized the War Department while

he was still In uniform, while

the Major has retired and
makes his charfes against U.S.

policy as a civilian—which he

has a perfect right to do.

Aj a matter of fact—and this

la what many people have lost
tight ot today—there Is no ques

tion that General Mitchell was

right in what he aald about air
power at the time he spoke out.

But, In being so critical, he

should have resigned his com

mission and fought for the prin

ciples he espoused u a civilian.
The same Is true In the cue of

a U-S. Army colonel In the

gu|ded missiles program who re

cently became something ot •

"cause celebre" because he op
posed the decisions of his su

perior officers and went over

their heads to take his cue to

the country.
While I am In sympathy with

what these men said, and I

agree with their conclusions, yet

I think we should not lose sight
tit the .military profession's code
of-ethics In matters-such u

these. It Is built oh the concept

of obedience within the chain
of eommand. Obviously it would

fall apart If officers and men,

up and down the line, took It
upon themselves to argue deci
sions of policy at every turn

their consciences might dictate.

Major Keyhoe doe* not at

tribute the secrecy of the Air
Force—or higher ups beyond

the Pentagon—to any sinister

motive which Is not honorable

and objective. He thinks, and
his solid conclusions are being

shared by an Increasing number

of professional people with the

passage of time, that our ac

countable heads of Government

may believe that the public

would panic If It learned th«

truth before being properly pre

pared for It-

And this Is quite logical, tn.

We need only recall the much-

too-realUUc radio version of
The War of the Worlds" pro

duced by Orson Welles a quar

ter of a century ago to under

stand the Government's proper

concern for such panic—If In

deed that is IU line of thought

In the matter. As we may lt-

call, some penorfl panicked to

much that they even committed

suicide. The networks have

never dared to put on such a

shocker again.

Granting that there are ac

tually UFO's enterlnf our at

mosphere u many thousands of

responsible witnesses around

the globe have claimed In the

put—the - greatest number of

ilghtlnp occurring In the last

decade — then which approach
to the problem is right? Do wo

wish to be lulled Into what

might later be acknowledged

to be a dangerous complacency?

Or should we be fully Informed

of any potential danger which
might exist in the akjes above

our'planetT Is It-the right of
the American people to know

the facts?
What Major Keyhoe Is celling

for today li no less than a full-

dress Investigation of this In

teresting matter by the Senate

Committee on Government Op
erations. Why not?

13 March. The CIA and UFO investigations.

For the moment having given up on the Air Force, Keyhoe and NICAP tried to
press the CIA for answers. Ralph Mayher, who had taken a movie film of a UFO

over Miami back in 1952,claimed that a pair of CIA agents had tried to muzzle

him. The agents said that the CIA wanted no one to know of the agency's in-
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volvement. Keyhoe felt that an inquiry about this claim might produce some
interesting results so he sent a letter to the CIA Director Allen Dulles on

March 13th. It would take about three weeks (April 4th) but Keyhoe guessed

right about interesting results. (26.)

14 March. Healdsburg, California. (8:45 a.m.) Also other incidents in the

Windsor area, time and dates not specified.

"Without normal explanation." (See clipping below)

Immediate Reports of UFO Sightings
Residents of th*, Geyierville- Base, Ohio, headquarters foi In-i

Kealdsbitrg-Windsor area once a- vestigation of unidentified flying

gain are asked to watch for, and 'object reports.' tt addition,' official
report Immediately to the U. S. reports of the Healdsburg " '

icia
ed

De
■npvrv iiBineiuitfcvijr w wv w. ^report* oi ww ncaiua.uury yvjc^f

Air Force.,'unidentified flying ob-;},ave been forwarded to Air De

lects. VV" "' ■ fense Heaidquarten, Color^U jac
•T The "fVfffcfal request .follows^ Washington, P.C **»,'. .
alghOig':;6f itnVunldentified flying p> «xny^ fnrthst .eom'mentfjibn' in)
"objectVhlchSndrffte mornlng,^htaeeth< miist'eome ftofe hiadj
Of March,^,';.'^' 4' field in the;'qu^,n. W* cannot say drhat"1
northern section .of Healdsburg. -j^ ^j -,, cln ^ -aefjpuiiyl

U. S. Air" -Fpre«. authorities at that ,t u not , weBther observs*"

Hamilton Air Fore*, Base Have Uon balloon or ,imilar normal
confirmed County Ground Observ- ^i-jrtjng"-

^dttamt ««»> •2^2?? iA ClvU J)ef«ule- spokesmw. point.
wVatn.JreC.bs^«11»7 b^lUn."?^ - *»**%**&£

about 8:45 a. m., Friday, touched
the ground, hestitated a moment,

made a small circling run and
then took off again, clearing a
fence, a cow In the adjoining
field and traveling on «' straight
course east toward Fitch Moun
tain over Highway 101. ■ - '.
The object continued east for

a short distance then made- an

abrupt right angle turn south and
followed a straight course, about
the ; height of the Fitch' Moun-

cident In the third, the report

was made promptly but was not

relayed to proper Air Force chan-

tahy^oothi
(ri'm'view. ^. , ;V*':-
./». sighting was made recently
inrWlndaoi} by four parsons of an

unidentifie4 flying object describ
ed exactly as the HeaMsourg ob
ject. The Windsor object also was
believed ' to have .landed briefly.

■la* — ■-•

While all defense authorities]
s the fact that they do not I
to start a flood of unreliable •

.■ts of normal objects, they
■n most, anxious to receive re-1
ports of' obviously unidentifiable ,

flying objects. ■ '
I. County authorities ask that you,
report immediately to the persons,

listed below'■anyeightlng' of Bb-'

Tiously »buorm»J objects.
Give a full description -of the,

object;- the time and place it waa ,
sighted: the direction It was seen
from tie place of sighting; ap-,
fcroximsta. height and distance;:
any other pertinent facts of
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ther, etc.-which n%ht have been
observed,, and your full name, ad
dress and telephone number.
'Here Is the list.of persons to

call as soon ai possible after
lighting an unidentified flying ob
ject: ■.- -v ,^';.i~ -v . i

Master 'Sergeant' Bob Mascer- '
to, U. S. Air Force representa- '
tlve, Bealdsburg. Phone Healds- .
burr ? .or .Bealdsburg -1639. -,

Healdsborg .63.or.64.7 ■*%£-. ■' 1
Fred -Moscon, Windsor, super-

8-2584 or\Windsor .VErnon £2207.
Although^i\¥ou50)pn>iin«

ObservertCoipe'ts earrehUy tnae-
«T»and;rop^.>tandby>Mi. it Is
dtflnlter/^^aeUve 1n;,ta» .eW'of
sighting oof -Jmidentifled JiM
objects-ind 'b - «qulp-^« •
•U Sna fjnake' an

A second Windsor., sighting

•bout the some time described a

slmdUr.unidentified flying object
which tallied generally with the
description of the objects of the
lint Windsor, and Healdsbarg re-

■ ports, .but varied in details of
shape and. motivating ydwer.V \,

: The object took qff.jit great
Jpeed from ihe ground vheitt ap

proached by the .obwrrer. 'C/-J1 3
The official HathUton Air fikt.

Base spokesman *»U Jfcndaj'that'
.the «port;,ot;jjie- Healdssurgl

♦unidentified flytt* object had been!
'officially forwarded to headquar.J
ten for evaluation and further,

investigation.' .' .'- ' >..*7.i/«(,*-> *j
The Hamilton spokesman' said',

"The object resorted sighted in
Healdsburg definitely ,1s-*not.-a,
weather balloon. We .did "P<jV.re-!
ieelve the report of-the ilgn'tini]
.In time to'make a physical fnves-j
;tlg«tion of it or to'secure t radic-

acUvity-testof the>rea Innrhicb

it knded.\V-.r-Vf •, ..< &i,S«
■i."A formal report has beenWV
to^.Tirright Patterson' Air (force

13 March. Keyhoe tries again to bring Ruppelt on board. (See letter)

13 March. Congressman Ralph Scott.

"Unduly alarmed or panicked."

The true state of the UFO situation probably would have Keyhoe and NICAP
playing no significant role in how authorities handled the UFO problem, with
civilians being viewed as pests and nothing more. Indications were that the
UFO puzzle was being taken seriously. Congressman Ralph Scott is a good ex

ample. After the Mike Wallace show, UFO investigator George Fawcett wrote

to his Congressman Ralph J. Scott of North Carolina to express his concerns
about the UFO mystery, concerns that mirrored those of Keyhoe's On March
13th Rep. Scott wrote back:

"I quite agree with you that the general public should be allowed
information thus far known about Unidentified Flying Objects except,
of course, in the case where they might become unduly alarmed or
panicked by such a revelation...you can readily understand and ap- I
preciate the seriousness of such a reaction. If this information
could be presented to the American public in such a was as to appeal
to reason and not to emotion, I think it would be a eood thine..."
(27.) * B
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National Investigations Committee

ON AERIAL. PHENOMENA

TlklPMONI. NO«TM 7-0O4

Can AooaiM. WASHINGTON 6. D. C adbiniitiutivi Oficn
•KVLIOHT I»J« CONNECTICUT AVI.N.W

March 13, 1958
UAJOU DONALO • KfVHOI

U«HC IMT.I DIMCTOII

Capt. Edward J. Ruppelt, USAPR
1911 Josie Avenue
Long Beach 15, California

Dear Ed:

I don't know whether or not you s*w the Armstrong Circle Theatre
program or my appearance on the Hike Wallace show. In case you
did not, I shali give you a few basic details. The Armstrong
people, after some argument, agreed to include a statement in my

script which said thot four Important documents were in general A

unknown to the American public because of Air Force policy.

I quoted you and seld that in your book you had mentioned the 1947

ATIC letter, the 1948 "top secret" estimate, the 1952 Fournet
analysis of control maneuvers, end the 1953 panel report. (Prom
the Sent-te subcommittee now working on this problem of official se

crecy, I learned that this was a Joint CIA and Air Force deal and

thst the 1953 report actually wr.s crawn up by the CIA -- the sub

committee hss a summary but does not have a complete document. The
chief investigator tells me that the summary disagrees with your

details and he implies that the panel clearly said to strip away

the secrecy and assure the public there was no evidence to support

the reality of UFOs. I am convinced that the summary is not a true

picture because it leaves out the suggestions you mentioned about

quadrupling the size of tne project, setting up observations posts,

and (most important) telling the American people all of the facts
In the Air Force's possession.) .

Although this statement, was included in a revised script, the

Armstrong writer later ^old me they had hed to cut It out. He
seid that Lieutenant Colonel Whedon,,the Air 'orce representative
on the show, insisted thst the whole thing was false and that if

I were permitted to mention it on the air they would promptly deny

it and would even label the source as false. Knowing that you are
a very careful investigator and that you had all the facts, I In
sisted that the statement be retained because I lelt it would ex
pose the Air Force's double talk. However, the Armstrong people
feared controversy and it was a question of deleting the sta.ement

or my not appearing on the show.

S&/i*iva{ttyAu/i/u>*Ucl fact-finitely Acdy jettunp /A* tuUumal /uMic
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Tnis, I think you will agree, was censorsnip by intimidation.

Later we got out a form letter at NICAP explaining tne situation.
A copy came into the hands of Major Lawrence Tacker at PIO who
is now handling UFO material at the Pentagon. When the Mike

Wallace representative cams down here before the show, I told
him about this situation and also that I had kept a sheet torn

from the script censored. He promised I could show it on the air.

When he got to the Pentagon, '1'acker showed him the letter NICAP
has been sending out and said the whole thing was false, and then
he changed this to say that three of the documents did not exist

but the 1953 panel report did -- although he said it was abso
lutely contrary to the way it had been described.

Off the record -- Dewey Fournet has confirmed by telephone the
existence of the 1948 top secret" estimate. He says he can-.ot
discuss its contents because when he siw it it was still classi

fied "top secret"; if Dewey were to be called before a Senate
subcoai .ittee I a.-n sure he would make this same stateaent, as would
otner officers who were on the pro Ject at that time or wno knew

of the documents in question.

I brought out on the Kike Wallace show that your statements or
voue. book from which these statements cane had been cleared by
AirFSecurlty and Review. I think all tnis will come to a head in
tne next few months, since a lot of people are going to write tneir

Congressmen ana Senators demanding the facts.

I wonder if you can help me by giving me the names of any others
who w-.re on the project or who would have definite knowledge of
tnose documents and would confirm their existence. Please under

stand, Ed, that I have never questioned the fact that tr.ey did
exist even before Fournet confined the 1948 item. I an merely

trying to nail it down and give this material to the Board as well

as to the Senate subcommittee. Hr.H^fl'y at the conmittee (Sold me
tnat he was somewhat disappointed in the reply you sent him, and

I can understand thet you might think it wise not to become em

broiled in sucr. an investigation. However, if there is an open

hearing, they canolnsist on your appearance, and it would be better

if you hadrnnnbe* others who are sympathetic to what you have re

vealed and would already be on record to that effect. If you feel

you do not wish to make a statement which would be made public, I

should certainly appreciate it if you could send me a letter marked

'Not to be released or "Confidential" which I could show to Board
members. They are going to make a joint statement in the near future
and they already have a number of documents signed by Air Force of

ficers to show that the press and the public hav e been told one thing

and tnat privately the Air Force is telling individual citizens and
legislators an opposite story.
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Also, if you can, I should like to. have some off-the-record advioe
as to any other key points which I may suggest to the Senate sub

committee and which I may give to the Board.

But the main point of course now is regarding the four documents

which you mentioned in your book. Since you already are on record
about these, they are sure to be a focal point in any Congressional
investigation.

I was indignant wnen I heard Mike Wallace quote Air Force authorities
as saying that these documents did not exist. It shows they have
no hesitation in branding competent and respected Air Force olficers
In order to prevent the facts from reaching the public. As I pointed
out on the Wallace snow you were considered so Important and ex
perienced about UFOs that you were the one selected to brief Presi
dent Truman. I am sure there are a number of Air Force officers who
will jump to your defense if this question comes up again,

Woutt it do any good for NICAP to write to Major General Garland
whom you mention edin your book as being seriously concerned about

rejection of their plans in 1953.r You also mentioned Col. Frank
Dunn and others, and they might care to express opinions about

current Air Force policy.

I know the spot that you are in,Ed, but I do think that sooner or
later you will be called for detailed reports on all of tnese points
and many others, including a re-statement of your opinion on Special
Report 14.1fthe groundwork has been laid so that everything will not
be'concentrated on you, It would be helpful, and I shall certainly

do all I can if you will give me a few loads.

A^ain, I promise thet I shall keep replies confidential if so re

quested — replies from you or from any one. Of course, their nones
are already known to the Senate subcommittee, since you n-msd them

in your book.

Completely aside from the serious business of getting the facts
into the open, there is one angle you may not have considered.
Once tnis thing really breaks and the press and the public realize
they have been mlsle/d there will be a scramble by syndicates,

networks, and megazines for "top autnorities" on the subject. Bring
ing yourself back into the picture now will certainly not diminish
tne chance that you would be one of those called upon immediately.

I should imagine that you would be quickly established as a network
commentator with a program originating In Los Angeles, and If it does
break suddenly, I would advise you to be prepared for such a situation

very quiCKly.

Please give this letter careful thought, Ed, and do the best you
can totelp get this situation straightened out. If you decide on

any public statement you will be in good company.
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Board members who have approved this at NICAP Include Vice

Admiral Hillenkoetter, Rear Admiral Knowles, Colonel Emerson,
Dewey Fournet, and about five others.

I hope that everything is going well for you and your family

and that we can get together back here in Washington before

too long.

With best regards, I am

Sincerely yours,

do::ald e. keyhoe

DEK:k



14 March. "I don't believe."

The Brazilian Air Force had a different opinion of UFOs than the Navy

if we can believe a statement printed in. the Brazilian Press on March 14th.

According to a press story the chief of the Brazilian Air Force said he:

..."didn't believe in the existence of flying saucers." (28.)

15 March. Ponta Poran, Brazil. (10:30 p.m.)

"The saucer ---the saucer!"

The "saucer haunted" Ponta Poran registered another encounter:

"...Marcio Goncalves, his girl friend, his younger brother and

other friends drove out on the Ponta Poran road. Between two

small wooded ateas Goncalves stopped the jeep and the boys went

looking for a 'flying saucer' with their flashlights. It was

about 10:30 p.m. Goncalves and his friend in the car suddenly

saw a bright object hanging over the thicket ahead of them.

The boys had spotted the thing too, and they ran for the car,

shouting, 'The saucer---the saucer!' With unexpected sudden

ness the object shot straight toward the running youngsters.

The boys were quick, however, and they reached the car ahead of
the object.

"Then everything lighted up as bright as if it had been day

time. But the light was blood-red. Goncalves said his hair

stood up on the back of his head. They were directly under the

thing---it was larger than their car and seemed to be made of

polished metal; it appeared to be so near they could have struck

it with a short pole. Goncalves, fearing the object might come

down on top of the car, started the jeep and headed toward town.

"But the UFO wasn't through playing. It followed them, flying

just behind the jeep and about nine feet above the ground. The

jeep and the surrounding road area were illuminated by the

bright glow emitted by the object. No noise or heat came came

from it. Goncalves drove at breakneck speed over the narrow,
rough road. The chase lasted about fifteen minutes, until the

jeep reached another thicket where the road passed through the

woods. Goncalves hoped the object couldn't fly under the small

trees. He was right, for they watched the object pass behind

the trees and disappear. Thinking the object had left, they re
laxed. But when they left the protection of the woods they

spotted it hovering over the thicket, higher in the sky now, as

though the object was waiting for them to reappear. The road

curved toward the top of the hill, well ahead of the vehicle.

Then it descended over over the hill, stopping on the ground in
the middle of the road. It blocked their way. The jeep had

started to climb the hill. Goncalves was panic-stricken. The

object had cut off escape toward town, he could not go back. He

made his choice---he kept going. The jeep picked up sper3. -<d

the young people prepared for the inevitable crash.

"Then a strange thing happened. As the car climbed the hill

its headlights were gradually raised until the beams of light

hit the UFO directly. To the amazement of everyone in the jeep

the object began to wobble violently, then shot straight up into
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the air as though it was running away. Goncalves kept the accel
erator pressed down. They passed the point where the UFO had sat,

and they kept going. They passed just under the object, but it

did not interfere with them. Minutes later the object began to

follow the jeep again, but at a distance. After ten minutes of

this, it changed course and climbed vertically. Its light went

out at about three hundred feet and it vanished into the dark
ness." (29.)

16 March. Orlando, Florida. (7:00 p.m.)

"Atmospheric freak?" (See clipping)

STRANGE OBJECT SIGHTED

OVER BIG AREA IN STATE
ORLANDO. March 17 Vh-

A linage object which may
have been a weather balloon

.or id atmospheric freak was

sighted over a vide ant laat
night from Dade City to St.

Petersburg*

Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Rob
ertson. « Orlando said they

saw It about T pjn. near

Dade aty as they were re

turning from a trip to St.

Petersburg. They said about

SO people had alighted from

20 ears parked Is. a one-mile

stretch of the highway to
watch, also. "».*•'* ■

Reports of the object being
seen came from Lakeland.*.'
Tampa and St. Petersburg.

The Tampa weather bureau
said It bad balloons up this
time ol year but doubted tf

the object could have been
one.

MacDfll Air Porte Base at

Tampa said It had no planes
up. 80 did Plnecastle APB
near Orlando and,toe Navy

at Jacksonville.
But Robertson said that four

or Ore minutes after the ob
ject disappeared there were
vapor trails criss-crossing the
sky as though left by Jet
planes which could have been
searching for the object.

Robertson said It appeared
to be oval-anaped and bluish
on one end: that It changed

from' a briDlant white to

orange and shot straight up.

then came straight down. Be

said he watched It for about
IS minutes and that It then

vamsbed.

19 March. Moscow, Russia, (no time)

Did the Russian have an aircraft with a "Round wing?" (See military teletype
message) (30.)

19? March. Santiago, Chile, (night)

"Strange object in the sky over Santiago." (See clipping)

Translation:

"Has been seen twice over the capital and after flying over some 15

minutes disappeared towards Las Condes.

"A mysterious flying object was noticed in the sky over the Santiago

area at the end of last week. With very fast motion and uncoordinat'-

ed, su"ch as the flight of flies, the object flew over all the area of
the capital and lost itself at the level of the Manquehue.
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• v- v—*-f . Entire

.'Oammrj #Yj" "...V' ■ ■'-' ..•.-•,.. .-"*.?•'•'• . * V-H^aV.
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• "A similar craft was seen already Friday of the previous week, at

night, over Santiago. It was a very luminous body and larger than

the lights of a cruising plane--irridiating white light. It moved

with a undulating motion like a pendulum and there went northward,

disappearing over San Cristobal. A jet plane of the FACH (Chilean

Air Force) was scrambled to intercept but the official who piloted

the plane saw nothing." (31.)

21 March. Waukegan,

Wisconsin. (3:00 a.m.)

¥r
SkggSutid
HistAutbmobile''- I
Pnof TMtlen. 918 Glen Tl'ori

Aye., had i little trouoie «ith na
cKTthK morning. Aa unbar Ufht

put out hli headlights sad. Hlled
the motor. Thaf» what he told

sherUrs'potle at 3 a.m. t

Terrien said he ni driving
north on Rte 42A iust south o'.

Rte. 120 when a flash of Bgh'l
appeared In • -e ally and ICTOH
thi nath el h automobile. After;,
the lights to. out and his motor i
died, Terrien said the eat eoast-||
ed about'a ><<ock before mingH
lighted them toes. I
Temen drcr t to a nearby tav-jj

era and called police. Although

they drove over the same route, !|
deputies" said they saw no light I)
and had no CJbeulty with their

squad ear. Tney reported Ter-

rten was "aQ shook up" over bis

WAR 17 HH

The Waukegan

News-Sun.

27 March 58.

UN OBJETO EXTRAflO EN

EL CIELO SANTIAGUiNO
Ha sido''vis!o'"dos',yeces, al.anocbecer sobre la capi-

"Vo nUlmoto'oSjalo'SroUDia fua «Hitado«tobrt alvcW-^
to taAlUgUfoo V final ji* Ja iitnini paiad* Con raorlKiiaa* )
toil mOv^ripldo* y-'too'■coordinadoa. como «l vualo dt U»S
m«f <a». 'ar-^pblalo'jobravolo todo al irn da la caplUl r >*^
p«fUlo • ••■ ^Iturt ,4al* carro Manquahua. *• ■- >v

Un apataJo^iamaJaDla fa babia udo tUIo «l narnaf d« t
la Mroaoi *«ni«p**ada^ t]"«uiochacar. aobia 3«ntiao*o. Eti *iin 1

eu«rpo *muVJumJDO.o y mat granda oua 1a* lucat da^-cni-1
caro da'Un trrion corntnJa lriadl»bi;lui blancaV &• 'morio. • !
cod ondultciooai como da on p«nduio<y Ju«go *a tua ■! l*do\

Uo inoo'i nlxoimpuUo da la TACH lui onTlado'«d"iu' p«i-
Mcuiion.^paro' a) oflcitlqua 'pllofao al ap " '

22 March. Seaside Park, New Jersey. (4:45 a.m.)

Mystery object spotted by lawman. (See clipping)

Unidentified Flying

Object Sighted Here
"in uBldenUnwl nyma oblecl.or ob-
jMU.ob4.irW Uj MUllU! UH1BU, 8e*-
it^e Park and Dover levniNp pollw
M Uu ocean early eaturda; and

Sundayi mornlnsi hav« been reported

ta Uu aulhorltlM bul u yet no word

hu been received

Offlccr John Cailor. o( the Seadde

Park poUce. Ant u> Uu object, oval

la ahapt. tlovtns «IUi a whlliih usht

and about 10 Uinea aa brtcrtt aa a star.

no<tnf In a senerally •outtierly dlnc-

Uon about ««a Baturdar mornlns. u

bo patroUed alons tha ocean front. Mr

Cfcaior laid the object waa at an ansl*

o( about 00 dicreel. «*• norlnt at

h ipeed, and vu ao brlsht that 1U

Ufhl ni reHecud In Um owan H«

hontad back to polk* bcadquuten.

tnfonwd OOcer Frank Brown, bul br

tha time Ihev ran outalda ^leadciuarUn

the object was 110 looser vlslbl*

They notined the Lakehurit Naval

Air Station, where officer* advlMd

thcin Is nolUy the Coait Ouard The

Ooaat Ouard advtied them to call Wc-

Oulre Air Force Baae It the object wmj

■lanud asaln

Word of the alshtlnf ipread among

police la tbu area.'and Sunday more-

|B( oacer Jeau Anderson, of Uu 9
■fdi >art Detkutmiht. Ofltoer Trank
Bmlth. of Seallde Relsbla. and omcer
Bam Brelhwalle of the Dover poUce.

were walllnj lur Uu UFO Sure en-

oujh, rlfht on ichedule, Uu object ap

peared at about Uu lame posiuon In

the iky. traveling In Uu lame direc

tion at about the aame apeed McOulrc

AFB waa notified, and Uonday an of

v called lor a complel* report on

the two alshunge The object ha* not

bean sighted iinee. poaalbly due U

wtalher oondiimin.
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M^NY DURBAN PEOPLE SEE
FIERY%Att IN SKY

, (Sunday Trlbuna ptparter) ■

"iJfA&ii&fik fafienVWas there a'fiyinft'saueer oWvDiirbaiila«t night? At teait 12
11 Overport' residents watched a mystery "fiery" oBjiet sweep acros* the heaven*
about 8 pjn. Some thought it was a satellite, other* believed it to be a craft from onter
space. And thej told The Sunday Tribune all about it

One -of the watchers, a
man who lives in High Road,
■gasped: "It was something out

o( this world. I. have never

seen anything -like it before.

"It was an Enormous thing
and looked "Uke a falling
Sputnik, or something ... it
came from Howard College
way and took about 90 seconds
to cross over the town."

• He describee the' object is a
'glowing mass of petal" passing

over "pretty high."

A woman who ' ran into the
streets (or • better look told me

•; u» <ome round object in the
a*y. II was sort of yellowish and
was travelling very slowly and
absolutely soundlessly.

■*The object, about the size of a
I large lampshade, seemed to take

several minutes* to work its way

from the dlrectionof the Bluff to

wards.. Morningside."

Excitedly she went on.
looked'^ike a huge Sputnik . .

"It

tome

man-

have

big plastic bowl you could tee

through. It gave a very sharp
light It was a real flame. I'm sura
It was -a flying sauecr."

After receiving the reports I
telephoned Dr. W. B. Finsen. the
Union Astronomer In Pretoria,

and put It to him that

Durban people thought a
made " moon" might
tumbled.

PRACTICAL JOKE?

Dr. Finsen replied: "I do Dot
think it could have been a
Sputnik. It does not seem to fit
1n with Sputnik's time-table."

Dr. Finsen could give no ex
planation for the object. He men
tioned the possibility of a meteor
or a practical joke.

Later I checked with the man
is Overport and asked him If It
could not have been a meteor. Be

was emphatic that It was not "I
have seen a meteor before: this
wasn't one." . -

Met anyone

from outer

space?
LONDON. Saturday

HAVE you met aajt men or

women recently" Mm other

worlds*. '. •

B-tfou fave. or think you have,
.the' lion. William Brinsley le Poer
Trench, chief investigator of the

International Unidentified Flying
Objects Observer Corps, is anxious
to hear of your experiences. He Is

appealing to people for informa
tion if they have bad contact with
-visitors from'OUter space." report!

the Evening News.

At his London headquarters In

Pont Street Chelsea. Mr. le Poer
Trench said there was overwhelm
ing evidence that flying saucers do

exist • .
He emphasised that he is seek

ing Information of' genuine cases

!

Durban, South Africa

1 Sunday Tribune.

23 March 58.
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24 March. Marlbank, Ontario, Canada. (2-2:30 p.m.)

"Huge worm twisting in torment."

Mrs. Ada Kimmett tells her story:

"First I want you to understand that I was in no way deceived by

what I saw. It was Monday March 24th that my friend came to call

on me. Her name is Mrs. Gertrude Bernn. She lives in the village

near the north part and just opposite the United Church. She says

she saw it up in the sky over this church as she started for my

place and she kept watching it as she came. I don't live very far

away but more like out in the country and when she reached my place
she called to me to come out and see what was in the sky. As I

looked she pointed to the west to eight or ten feet of what anyone

would think was a thin line of white cloud up about three or four

hundred feet. Now it was a lovely day, the sun was shinning bright

ly, scarcely any wind, in fact almost none. And I said: 'That is

only a bit of cloud.1 And she answered: 'It is not, watch it, as I

have been watching it all the time coming here.' I saw it was mov

ing and it was going west but moved as if in torment. It would

point straight up and go that way for a short distance, then sud

denly point straight north and travel a short distance north, then

point straight toward the earth and come down a bit. Then it would

point straight east, then straight south going short distance which

over way it pointed, but always managing to go west. As I watched

it go south then turn east, it had partly circled back nearer to us

and just over a pasture field. That is just across the road from

my house and where I stood looking. Then it pointed up and emitted

small but thick clouds of white smoke or what I took to be smoke.

It was just like a railroad engine when heavily laden and starts to

move and send up puffs of black smoke, only what I saw was white,

the very same color as the few scattered clouds that were here and

there in the sky. While this was going on, I saw a flash of fire

in it as quick as one could wink as if something in it exploded and

that was how it got its power. I asked Mrs. Benn if she saw the

flash and she said yes, that that made three times she had seen it

do that. We watched it make its way back west and the last I saw
it, it was headed downward with the tail going slowly behind trees

and a bam that was in the way. There was absolutely no noise at

any time. After it belched forth smoke from its head the end of
the tail would break in pieces and dissolve and fade away quickly

but there was always what looked to be eight or ten feet behind it.
The smoke came from its head. It was or seemed about the size of a

man's arm. When it belched out smoke the size was some what larger.

I said as it headed downward: 'would'nt it be fun if it came on

down.1 But my friend said: 'Don't talk like that, I am afraid of

it.' Now the time was as near as we can tell between two and two

thirty p.m. (Monday 24th March). There was no change in color at

any time when pointing it did appear as if there was something dark

at what I call its head. It moved slowly and I would judge by the

time it came from above the chruch to when we quit looking, it was
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going about a mile in ten or fifteen minutes. But you know what,

it is hard to tell distance from up in the sky like that. But if

it had been a plane of any kind I would say they were not flying

high. I never saw anything unusual in the sky before, but when I

was telling about this a woman, a farmer's wife, who lives in the

direction it was taking told me she is quite sure she saw it last

July while out picking wild raspberries. If that is so it has

been all that time getting around the earth. I notified no one

but just the two newspapers I told you about. Now that could have

been from the U.S.A. as this was on Monday and the U.S.A. let

their last one go the last of that same week in Florida. There
were no wings or anything attached to it, as I got a splendid look

at it and I am well acquainted with all kinds of flying planes.

You are the first one who has bothered to find out anything about
it but then no one was told, only our own villagers. I have been

told it might have been the part of a satellite that breaks loose

and follows after it. But I feel sure this was man made and came

from one of Russians experimenting. I could find no one who saw

it but just Mrs. Benn and myself and no wonder as I would never

have seen it if it hsd not been pointed out to me. As far as I

know no one has investigated. I suppose we watched it ten min

utes, its speed-seemed to stay always the same. It travelled and

looked like a huge snake or worm twisting in torment. No chance

in color. I live to the west of the village. This is Hungerford
Township in Hastings County. I am glad to answer any questions.

But I have told all.

---Mrs. Ada Kimmett

Sunday (P.S.) I have just learned today that another woman saw

this curious thing in the sky the same day I did. She is Mrs.

James Bird of Marlbank, and lives less than a quarter mile east of

me on the same road. By her description it was acting the very

same as I saw it doing." (32.)

24 March. The Tonopah case and Dr. Fitts.

Explain that report!

It should be remembered that Capt. Gregory was in a grea hurry for Dr. Fitts

to officially put a psychlogical label on the Tonopah case. The BLUE BOOK

chief wanted this gone before the Armstrong Circle program on January 22nd and

here it was late March, two weeks after Keyhoe's second appearance on National

television, and almost nothing had been done! Capt. Gregory, and others, as we

shall see, were convinced people like Keyhoe could do great damage and embar

rassment to the Air Force if the Tonopah story became known to civilians with

out some sort of explanation to fall back on. The case was a tough one so

Capt. Gregory contacted the Battelle Memorial Institute which had a special

contract with the military to provide scientific support (Project WHITE STORK).

"Failed to show up."

Capt. Gregory might have been in a great hurry but Dr. Fitts was not. (See

teletype message from C.S. Simpson Jr. shown on the next page) (33.)
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.TO-CAPT. Ci GREGORY ';E4/Tif!?U J. WC.U'.'C.?. '|3
trom ada/c. s. cikpso" jp..-
R/2WC33Z '-r

/ u ;.; c l a s : i r i - n /

rif. Yen?. inrottiAL iiot^o c;i d1:. kitts, he .:aluj last ueek ah a

rxpor.Ti:o un vould nnvi::1.; T!!E ))o-;i;;::-::!r l.'-.gt timjr'-.day on fpiday ^

sup.c. ^

in. via; or the already sticky situatic:j on this hatter - plus hV
PERSONAL OPIHIOil DR. FITTS HAS EVERY INTENTION OF PXVIEUINC DOCOItEXT
W1EN HI GETS TO IT' - I THINK IT DEST FOR BMI TO MOT INTERCEDE ANYMORE.
DOUDT IF WE HAVE AIIY PEOPLE ON THE STAFF WHO COULD C" BP.irFED III FAST

ekouc.'i to t:;e cver-all p?.odi.zm to nz eftectivh:.

END

Late March? More on Dr. Fitts.

"This guy is" as hard to get ahold of as a saucer."

Additional teletype message (not dated but prbably produced in late March)

detail attempts to just contact Fitts to "say hello." (See message below)

THIS IS GUS TO GREGORY CAPT GEORGE THAT IS

REVIEWING THE LOCAL NEWSPAPER I NOTICED A STATEMENT THAT DR FITTS

IS PLANNING TO LEAVE THE COUNTRY C VACATION I THINK ON APRIL

A TH. I AM.STILL HOLDING THE SENSITIVE DOCUMENT AMD HAVE
HEARD NO tfDRD FROM FITTS AS YET THIS KEEK SUGGEST THEP.EF.ORE
THAT IF YOU RETAIN'ANY HOPES AT ALL OF GETTING HIS REVIEU THAT
YOU CALL HIM AND TELL HIM YOU MILL SHOU UP AT EITHER HIS OFFICE OR
HOME WITH THE DOCUMENT AND JUST ASK HIM.TO NAME THE DAY AND HOUR

IF THIS SEEMS SOUND I WILL RETURN THE DOCUMENT IN THE POUCH TODAY SO

THAT NO NEED FOR YOU TO STOP HERE TO GET IT GAPLS

CUS FROM CAPT GREGORY.

Two more pages of messages are included in this lot. Some of the text is

missing. (See messages on the next page)
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HAVE CONTACTED PROF FI.TT.S OFFICE EVERY DAY FOR THE LAST
TOO WEEKS. YESTERDAY I RECEIVED ASSURANCE FROM HIS SECRETARY
THAT HE WOULD AT LEAST REVIEW THE DOCUMENT SOMETIME TODAY.

luGGESTEDGTO HIS SECRETARY THAT SHE PLACE THE DOCUMENT IN HIS
ItANDS AND THAT HE MERELY TAKE A "PEEK" AT IT. APPARENTLY EITHER
THE SECRETARY OR FITTS THINKS THIS IS A VOLUMINOUS DOCUMENT WHICH
WILL REQUIRE SOME TIME. ACTUALLY ONLY THREE PAGES. BELIEVE HE
CAN DOST IN A HALF HOUR. WAS UNDER THE IMPRESSION THAT THE
.DOCUMENT WAS IN FITT,S OFFICE. IF WHAT YOU SAY IS TRUE, REGARDING
DOC, HE HAS NEVER SEEN IT. THEREFORE, RECOMMEND IT BE HAND CARRIED
TO HIS OFFICE AND DEMAND RPT DEMAND THAT IT BE PLACED INTQ-WS—«■-».
HANDS ASAP. LETS TRY THIS WAY, GUS. /AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS/

FROM A SECURITY VIEWPOINT WE HAVE HELD THIS DOCUMENT HEReTanD HAVE
HADE NO EFFORT TO DELIVER IT TO. FITTS BECAUSE OF THE DISCREET HANDLING
SITUATION PLUS THA THE FACT IT IS MARKED CONFIDENTIAL AND
FII.'ALLY SIC SINCE WE HAVE NO-IDEA OF HIS CAPABILITY TO STORE IT

JUST CANT FIND IT IN MY SOUL TO DEMAND ANYTHING OF FITTS AH LEAP.Y
THAT HE WOULD INFORM HE TO DROP DEAD ALSO SINCE THIS HAS BECOJiE,
SO I!ESSY WE AS THE INSTITUTE UANT TO BE SURE WE IRRITATE NEITHER YOU
;;OR FITTS BUT BOY WE AP.E IN MIDDLE AS I AH SURE U ARE

I SUSPECT THAT FROM AH OVERALL STANDPOINT INCLUDING TP.AHSI!

I HAVE NO POSITION TO DEMAND A DARH THINS

GAPLS

OKAY CUSS, YOUR'POIiJTS ARE WELL TAICEN. HOWEVER, CAN YOU HELP
IX OUT IN THIS RESPECT - WILL YOU CONTACT HIS OFFICE AND ARRANGE
FOR A TIME AND PLACE FOR HE TO SEE HIM. REASON - IS THAT YOU
WOULD PROBABLY GET FURTHER FROM A PROTOCOL VIEWPOINT THAN I ■
SINCE I HAVE BEEN WRITING HIS XXXXXXX BEEN RIDINC HIS OR HER.
BACK FOR THREE WEKXXX WEEKS. iF SOME FIRM DATE IS SET UP OR
AGREED TO, THEN SEND THE DOCUMENT BACK. HOWEVER, IF POSSIBLE
IN SOME WAY TO GET HIM TO COME DOWN TO YOUR PLACE TO TAKE A PEEK
AT IT, I AM SURE WE CAN GET AN ANSWER ON THE SPOT.
THIS IS JUST A SUGGESTION CAt

OK WILL GIVE IT ANOTHER TRY DONT LET ON I KNOW YOU HAVE CALLED
AND I WONT TELL HIM I WILL MAKE A ROUTINE FOLLOW UP BASED OH THE

NEWSPAPER ARTICLE SO HE WONT FEEL 1(1 READ IN - WILL ADVISE U
SOON AS I GET ANYTHING SOMETIME THIS GUY IS AS HARD TCGET AHOLD
0" BY FONE. AS A SPUTNICK OR A SAUCER
CLEARoONsTELECON AND THANKS GEORGE U HAVE MY COMPLETE

SYMPATHY^** •
- : V- i

OURiS'INCEREsf THANKS IN BEHALF OF MYSELF AND THE CENTER HERE
WOUBDyNOTnHAVE1 YRVJOB FOR ALL TEXXX THE M0NJEY/.IN THE WORLD
APPRECIATE ANYTHING IN OUR BEHALF THAT YOU .CAN DO

CLEAR TELECOTI HERE • "•
OUT OR GA WITH TRAFFIC
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"High level Washington groups."

Another teletype message (undated) found with the other ones mentions "high

level groups." (See below) (34.)

•ITEMS. "•■ '" ' • '-^ <"*'''.. ' • -. • :' •'..'<
CAPT ORECORY ASKED ME TO PASS ON THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
TO YOU.

A. REQUEST YOUIl DISCREET -INTERCESSION IN ATIC.S DEIIALK

SE FITTS ANALYSTS OF PC UFO PSYCHO CASE SUBMITTED TO HIK 6 WEEKS.
AGO. • •

B. REQUEST REPEATED CONTACTS WITH HIM OR HIS PRIVATE SECRETARY ,
FOR THE LAST TWO WEEKS UVE US IMPRESSION OF "RUN-AROUND".

C. MATTER NOU HAS REQCHED XXXX REACHED INTEREST OF HIGH LEVEL
WASHINGTON GROUPS.

D. FIRST CONTACT WITH FITTS - k WEKXXX WEEKS AGO - STATED HE
WOULD BE BUSY AND IN CONFERENCES FOR TWO WEEKS. IN VIEW OF
FACT THAT IT WAS UNDESIRABLE TO FIND-SOMEONE ELSE. CONSIDERED
OXAY TO LOSE THE Tb'O WEEKS.

£.-' LAST WEEK CALLED EVERY DAY WITH ASSURANCES THAT HE "FITTS"
WOULD GIVE US AN ORAL REPORT THE NEXT DAY AND HE WOULD CONTACT
US; YET NO ATTEMPT MADE TO CONTACT THE CENTER. WE HAD TO CALL
HIK NEAR THE END OF' THE WORKING DAY WITH THE SAME ANSWER "SORRY.
ETC., ETC., WILL GIVE YOU A CALL". '

F. AS A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE INSTITUTE, COULD YOU CONTACT HIM
AGAIN AND FIND OUT WHETHER OR NOT HE OR ANY OF HIS COLLEAGUES
CAN DO IT. IF THE ANSWER IS "NO", DO YOU HAVE"SOMEONE WITH IN
.THE ORGANIZATION WHO COULD HANDLE THIS FOR USOM

THE ORGANIZATION WHO COULD HANDLE THIS FOR US. WE HAVE TO GET
SOME REPLY INTO WASHINGTON TOMORROW TO OUR HEADQUARTERS.

25 March. Near the Woomera missile range, Australia. (10:00 p.m.)

"Disks performing intricate maneuvers." Missile experts show interest.

A report obtained by UFO investigator Michael Hervey:

"...Mr. Percy Briggs was working on his car when he suddenly caught

sight of two shimmering disks performing intricate maneuvers in the

sky. He called to his wife and children who ran out of the house.
Together they watched the disks dart about for more than half-an-

hour, during which period they constantly changed color from red to

blue. Techincal experts and scientists from the nearby rocket range

at Woomera were interested enough to question Mr. Briggs and his

family, who were able to convince them that the sightings were gen

uine." (35.)
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2b March. Near Williamsburg, Virginia. (11:00 p.m.)

EM case. Car chase.

According to report made to NICAP:

"Witness: Hunter Purdie, Richmond, Virginia. Former Army Air Corps

Engineer.

"At 11:00 p.m., March 26, 1958, Purdie was driving in the vicinity

of Williamsburg, Va., when he noticed a light through his rear view

mirror. The light was as bright as a headlight, but larger.

•"My car engine began running roughly, and I looked through my

rear view mirror, noticing the light about 50 feet away, gradually

moving closer. I then drove erratically--however, the light follow

ed.1

"He watched through the rear view mirror, and by looking out

through the rear window, as the object came within ten feet of his

car, about 3 feet off the highway. It was about three feet wide and

3 to 4 feet high, circular in appearance.

'"The light was diffused and light-orange colored. There was no

source for the light,1 that is, it was evenly illuminated over its

surface.

'"This object followed my car down the highway...about ten feet

back of the car, three feet off the ground. Speed was approximately

65 miles per hour.'

"This episode lasted approximately eight minutes, after which the

object 'just disappeared.'" (36.)

31 March. Mrs. Terpstra offers support for Mr. Chowanski. (30 December 57)

Fact or fantasy?

(See clipping)

Maybe the story of "three strange beings" was not a hoax?

M^iage Woman SeesSI

RIDGE—To Mrs. Frederick Terpstra, of 461
*Uey Ra*.i Oak Ridge-'"th'g lnm'n>ji>a flying (JDfyt^^Mi'

«a^t.otit Ijer kitchpq window flying along ttte rjdge of a~motmii
im, was the moafeAwesome sightshe hMs ever witoessedV^r
it-}.' After Reading the story of George Cbowanski; of Drake^,

NEWS recently, where iV)*^s, repo£te4 thath*

M wa».somi

iojr.JThe light kept n»v«

ItPmMMH!*f ^

i\ "It w<» lutrilnous'. <<x know-it wa»
j pl*B#.'V watched 'It (or about

M nUniHmnintU.lt! disappeared. I'
don't iottiovinytiod^could have"

Oak Ridge, New Jersey

Dover Lakeland News.

31 March 58.

ihe-HEWfl. she decided.

ft«t|«r-.stm>ga tele. .:

"DeiiBldge.ls'ajiout yt. mile*
tool Ocakestown At the north end
of ^ng^Md^YftllCT- She saw tho
ktriM« 9^1«ot;ia the west travel-
M» flouts wqtMrard! along the rtaj

a ippmlftSP-.*l>9Ut one-quarter;
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31 March. Ruppelt gives Keyhoe a firm "NO!"

(See letter below)

March 31» 1958

Mr. Donald Keyhoe

HICAP

1536 Connecticut Ave. K.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

Dear Don,

Thanks for your letters. They were Interesting but I have
no comments. As I told you, I'm completely out of the UFO
business.

I still believe you think that someone is forcing me out but
this is not true. As long as the UFO subject stayed on a conver
sational plane I was willing to go along with it. But when it
is pushed so far that a Senate sub-committee is conned into
devoting their valuable time and effort, I bow out. I think
the chances of UFO's being real are a billion to one and there
are other problems in this world that are far more Important for
a Senate sub-oommittee to look into.

According to the news you people have been having a rcugh
winter. We've had a lot of rain but can use it.

Best of luok.

Yours truly

Edward J. Ruppelt

1911 Josie Avenue
Long Beach 15, Calif.

BJR/eo

Dr. Fitts finally contacted.

Sometime between March 24th and April 3rd Dr. Fitts was located and given a

letter of instruction. (See pages 49-50)
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AIR TECHNICAL''rNTEUfdEkcE CENTER
I UNITEO STATES AIR FORCE

*» WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE

OHIO

'Jr.. Paul ..

' 'Jupartrvnt oJf Psyehoiogj • . *
325 Arps rtaXl . ,

Ohio Jtatc U.-ilvoralty ' ,' ' ♦
Columbus, Ohio '"' ,

Dear Dr. Jitts: , -

T1.
i'- This Center herewith cu"j..ilts e cane file containing the .original

'report, ai veil aa the results, of a preliriinary Invufltlgatlon regarding.

1 ,, an alleged "flying scucer" aljhti.vj ^ade by 1st it Joseph if. Longi V-A? ',
» ,'^ v ^ on the";morning of 23 ilovaaber, West of Tonopah, Ilcveda. • ;

^v-ifcj • • - ■ in artordance with discussions between you and Captain Gregory, 4
the UFO Project Officer, In a meeting held iu Axil of 1955, regal-dins ■

-' the possible use of your services on a consultant's basis, It is desirable

_♦ that a review and analysis of the data and state.-ients lr. the attached

riatorial je r.cde," fro: a psychological point of view. It would ba •"

appreciated If an Informal report of pertinent co rants and conclusions

:<j frou your analysis °O£ forwarded 33 soon as poasiblo.

We consider you the oest "uallfied person to fulfill thiu re-

qulreinnt on the basis of your previous work in this field, In which

you performed psycholo-ical analyr.es on 212 UFO casas, as well as your1

report "Psychological Analysis of Hoports of Unidentified Aerial

Objects" which you prepared for tne Air Force a feu years ago. %,. t

Background aaterlcl.and certain points which ATIC analysta^fconslder
sl^nlflcam aro as follows: , "'"• " .-J. .■a.',- '?'■.'

• . * <",.'■* *, • .

a. A large nunber of "contact" and "near-contact" bases, .such as '' '"

thlo^lr.ctdont hava been reported to the Air Porce since the^lnceptlon of f

our.*u?C pr^graa over a.decade ago. n wevei1, lnvestlgatluua'iof these
nlghtii.js by lr.divlCuals clalaln^ to -have approached close to, examined,

or actually flown In these oo-callod "flying saucers", generally disclosed

strong decent? of .hoaxes, deliberate falsifications,.psychopdtholoulcal
peraonalltioa, .hysterical nanlfes.tatloss and niainterprat-ati'ori'/bf
conventional objects." • ••fc"'- •• *• ' •" *?.'/'•

.'' -'b. 'Vovevqr,UouCirocordo; dlsc.'.oco no instonse etjtarj -•jllltary pilot
or qualified aerial bbbervar officially reporting to'!hmre cade ar. actual
contact or"near-contact with flylnj siucers.

• <■-•■> .. [ t<,

Cy
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f

Ctr to Or. Paul ii

--*?■';■

CoH'nwu i, yhlo

c. In this respect, tiiia case my be considered u:> ewhnt '

unprecedented. Here «•• have a fi^i'-ier piiot, r.Tniliar with current.', a.-d

assuredly projected aircraft aud fissile deulyia, conr.idered coupiotely
' rollacle and ,claitiiln(J close co-itact with the o'/jccta in lueatlori", It
officla". teatiinony given during interviews.

d. An official check subsequent to. the attached reports indicates

' that the officer juot ci&iplcted the Air Forces Siurvlvol Course, at £tead
Air Fores Base, Se'/ada. On the sane day ho left for Liti Vagao, t!eva<Ja,

1' traveliivj all night'without root, with the exception of a brief rent
j'.en riute. ■ ' N -""' ,V, • • ' '

It-is'requested that this rnterlal be iiaiidled a:: discreetly aa

:ilo,. ond oafejuurded, consistent with lt'o c.looBlilcation.i ■ >v -

Youri efforts o;id

clatea

wltli regard-to this matter will be *

1 Ir.cl

UrO Folder containinj
2 classified papers

1. AIS3-UTO3-T79-37
(l-12p) (T50-1702) (0)

2. .:sg, S/oIA 11-J17-57

S (Ir3p) tT57-31735-l) (c)

•'ir ' ^-

■■i
!>OV\

.-!_ Cys
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31 March. Wilbert B. Smith addresses the Vancouver Flying Saucer Club.

An examination of Smith's speech shows he had no doubts UFOs were alien

craft but any hope a researcher might have of detecting a clue to some of

the Canadian's more spectacular assertions (later discovered in his private

papers) will be disappointed. Smith hints he knows more than what he is

saying, but that's all. Smith said he would not dwell on certain material,

like dead ends in his investigations. Also, Smith stated, he could not:
"...be as specific as I would like to be with respect to material given to

me in confidence, or which came to me through classified channels." (37.)

1 April. Willoughby, Ohio. (4:00 a.m.)

"It was a funny color." (See clipping)

W'by Matf&esXJfO
COLEMOOK

unldtntlflrd flying obja<

m tightta" by a SO-ylir-old WU-

louinby radb tt I «.m. TUatdty.

Ns ecfieud raport m madt.
Tin rtaaon: "Itaaaday waa A[ _

Foort «ty,- and ttwy ml(kt hart

thought 1 mi Jual fooling."

Frank Doltnet. who uicldtntal

tj> ti calibrating hU WUi birthday

lodty, ni raluinlnf la bit horn*

at Hill Jordan dr. trora work at

Oil Ohio Rabbir to. Portly altar

4 a.m. Tuiaday.

Aa ht tumid hli ear tola bl

«ml U b* u objoet thai

■'mm* lo ba about 10 foot
high, about M to* 40 (oat aeroaa tho
lop aild about KloHM aarooa

It tha bottom, alupod tDu u lea
<rau* am only round o» Iba bot.

torn aa wall aa tho lop."

April **a. (ot hit •

.. ,_ a. runny color, batwaaa

f»4 an*«ranga. and It glowad Ilka

notbng m ever inn baton,'

Define! aald.

•■I could aaa It trom the tap a
ha KID ta thi itntL II attmad to

»a (att la tha air avar the BeM

at mo and of Jordan dr.

.••Whin 1 drove down tha ttraat
and dews Into tha dip ta Jordan

dr.-I couldn't aaa It anyrnon. lo

tumid Ihi ear around

headed back up to Ihi top of the
hal again.

Whin I got a look thll Umt. II

wai mueh farther away — to the

\_

Oolaaea aald Oat be weal beau
■en. got bit wife, Franeee. a. a d

hit daughter. Haney, It, out at

bad tad an thru cam out of uta
houat to obaam the oWtot. ,'.. .

la UK law mlaulea that It.took *
lor Ibim to gtl drtued la their

coal* and return to the lop ot the

grade, whatever Dettnca U4 eaoi*
waegene.

-B It htoYBM b

paly raaaoa for- not eattng Ik

pottoa a> that than would be toau
■tad of a record."

DoliDoa, a pattara maker a
Ohio Robber for to. put nfci

yaara, eald that he had beta hope

tXf wttehtof (ha wwvtpare ta

an aecooU of tomeane «
lighting aamethtng on the fa,

night. ,

Only Odo Keport

Nothing hat yet hem nportad.
Tba only peraon other than hit

wife and daughttr to know at tba

lighting waa hit half-brolht.-
Fran* (lade whom be aaw a

talked to the following morning.
Mane* aald that up tail Tuit-

day morning, be bad alwaya beea

aeptleal of Ihaae thlnga "like
moat everybody elae."

Now, be aaya, ht't eonvtneed
that IMore'i aometblng to IL

Jstt what, nobody aeema to
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1 April. Near Tucson, Arizona, (about 5:55 a.m.)

"In formation—in a line---with a bigger one at the rear."

(See clipping below)

In Skies
■ By BOB STIRLING ■ <j'-

"There were flve objects. They
looked tear-shaped with the point

ed tips at the rear. They looked

like they were in formation—to

a line—with a bigger one a( the

rear/! •• > .' •• T ,

That's how LeRoy paskins, of i

1931 S. Campbell Ave., a Grey-.'

hound bus driver, describes the

unidentified flying objects he saw

yesterday morning.

And he wasn't alone.

Eugene Ford. 905 W. Santa Rosa. ~

St, anqther bus driver, aw them. ~

So did about U or » of the pas

sengers on the two buses—both
headed (or Ft. Huachuca from
Tucson.* . ->

The drivers spotted the objects

about 9:55 a.m. yesterday and

kept them in sight (or about U

nules of driving.

"At first I thought it was pieces

of cloud with sunshine shining, on

them, They seemed to move away

to the east. Then I saw It was (our

little, ones with a bigger one, about

three times larger, off to the rear

and side Qf the group," -Ford said.,

The sky was bll d f

"The edges seemed fuzzy and
Irregular. They were more or lets
disc-shaped^ .They weren't metal

and I don't think they were bal<
loons. >I don't know what they
were,". Ford ;aald.:, ^

"They'were'.quite a way up in

the atmosphere- and east of me,"
Caikins said.-I didn't tee them
at first and one of my'passengers
called them to my attention.

"I had a flat tire and got busy
with that and Ford helped me. I
didn't see them .again," Gukins -
mAAmA ' -J. •.". O.\.-".' ... -dded. ^i; , Bv\iV, .

"Wemi forma.tion of six Jets
whiTe'we were fixing the tires. At
least ,they; were leaving , vapor
trails and they looked-like they
were 'above' the' objects," -.Ford
Hid.-I--"*-»■;>• .•-.,£«£■'"-
The rising sun ' eliminate! the

objects from1 sight; be sald.+J*
The'obJecU'hsdleft'no vapor'

trail. -Caskins*ald.!.Vf '-""
At Davis-Monthan'^Alr' Force

Base'/ officials JsaldVthere, was
nothing In, that area, except some -
B47 Jets yesterday .morning.\;'
"Aai they weren't chaslng'W.

"Our/operatlona.'people-'aay they
don't know'wfaat those'people'saw.
Ty^-dldn'J Juyt u 'bll

t'.k^'whafthey^:/' . 71

This Arizona incident had significance much greater than its value as a
UFO report. The story in the Evening Citizen caught the eye of Dr. James

Edward McDonald on the staff of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Uni
versity of Arizona, Tucson. Professor McDonald made up his mind to take a

close look at the UFO phenomenon. What this would mean to UFOlogy was ex

pressed best by Jacques Vallee: "We have just had lunch with McDonald today,
and it is clear that an entire era has come to a crashing end. This man has
many contacts, many ideas, and he is afraid of nothing." (38.)
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2 April. Columbus, Ohio. (9:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m.)

"Long row of windows?" (See newspaper clippings and story cut from
the CSI Bulletin)

April 2» Colvanbua, Ohiot One of the few cigar-shaped objects of 1958 (assuming that
there are any real "cigars"—a fair UFOlogists suggest that

all UFOs are roughly disk-shaped and that the rare cigar shapes are merely those

which are only seen edge-on) was seen over the Scioto River between 9 and 11 p.m.
—a bright flying object "with a long row of windows." Residents of the east side

of Columbus said the UFO flew around the east and south sides of the city and dis

appeared going west. Traffic on Scioto River Road was reported stopped at one point,

bit "police and military officials were at a loss to explain the reports•" Two days

later Barbara Holland of Philadelphia (not a CSI member but an ingenious and re
sourceful investigator) was driving through Columbus. After checking local newspaper
reports in the library she went to both papers. At the Dispatch city roam she found

tno employees who had seen the object and verified the description: luminous cigar

with bright portholes. At the State Police offices she learned that one of their

men had seen it. The city police gave the run-around to her Inquiries but-finally a

detective suggested that she ask the car-hops on River Road. At her first stop,

nothing. At the second, the girl had seen something but had no details. She then

revisited the NICAP member whom she had first contacted and found that he had seen

the object twice—at 9t3O and at 11; both times it had been going north to south.
She also went to Station '.7BHS to try to interview their newscaster, Chet Long. She

caught him on the elevator; he mentioned receiving three personal reports on the
object but declined to give out any names or information other than what was to be

found in the papers. (Personal information from B. Holland; also Dispatch lt/3/58.)

\(

Mt. Vernoii, 0. News

Ebenezer Hill

Couple Reports

Watching UFO
Mrs. A. V. BuHerfield, who lives

Off' Ebenezer Hill northeast of

Mount Vernon. reports she and
her husband watched an unidenti
fied flying object for several min

utes Wednesday evening, about the

same time there were several re
ports in Columbus of an object

seen in the sky there.

"It was about 7 p.m. that we.

saw It. and it sparkled like a tre-

mendous ball of fire,"'Mrs. But-
terfleld said/ "It came out of the1
northeast and went southwest, and

it looked like -it was about on ■

level with the. rising moon when

we first saw it/' . ' .

Mrs. Butterfleld said the object'
•ppeiirei.tojsbejrtorpedo shaped. I
narrower at the"1rdhf than at the '
rear, 'and had no' visible wings and
made/no noise.','"It ,had bright

.-something1 like windows, at
^tJaj4Jh. end just I
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2 April. 6 miles north of Solomons, Maryland, (about 8:30 p.m.)

The wijntess was a Gordon I.R. Lore,Jr., possibly the same man who was later

assistant director of NICAP in the late 1960s. (39.)

The report:

"Let me state that these sightings are rather fantastic-sounding, but I am of the

opinion that they vere Intelligently guided spacecraft from another planet. I Ehall

simply state the facts...

"The 1st sighting took place on April 2, 1958, at about 8:30 p.m., EST, 6 miles north

of Solomons, Maryland (my permanent residence about 70 miles southeast of Washington,D.C.
to the very tip of Calvert County....) It was a clear, moonless night, a few stars
visible directly overhead. My mother, grandmother, grandfather, a friend and I were

driving down from Baltimore when we suddenly spotted a solitary, stationary light

hovering only a few feet directly over a barn several hundred feet off the left hand

side of the road. My grandmother and grandfather, who were in their own car behind us,

said that they noticed the same light 'in the same position for at least 20 minutes

before we stopped. After we stopped, the light stayed motionless for at least 5

minutes. Then it started blinking on and off and moved slowly, still'blinking, south.

"We followed It to one mile north of Solomons, at which time it stopped, again over a

barn - several hundred feet above. The light stopped blinking a few moments and

remained still. The, suddenly, It commenced to execute some fantastic, unbelievable

maneuvers, appearing In one place and, a split second later, reappearing in another

place clear across the sky. It did this about 6 times, seemingly traveling at about
the speed of light, and again stopped. A moment after this a single red light came from

directly overhead, traveling at an unbelievably fast pace, and seemed to merge with

the white light. A moment after this the white light', once more resuming ills blinking,

moved on slowly toward the south.

3 April. TAicson --an explanation? (See clipping)

UFOs May

Have Been
F102s
Possibility Suggested
By D*M's Acting PIO
Those unidentified flying objecti

, reported seen Tuesday tt sunup

may have been nothing more
I mysterioiu than F102 Jet fighters.

This possibility wu suggested)

yesterday by-source* Yt'DlVB-1
MbntRtt Air Force Base. |

One spokesman, Jgt John W.

McDonald, acting public Informa

tion officer, explained that the
delta-wing FlWs could easily ap

pear to a civilian observer u

tear- or oval-shaped "blobs of

light" In the pre-dawn twilight,

especially if the planes were flying

at an unusually high altitude.

"Airmen, used to seeing planes

In flight at' all hows and under

all circumstances, and trained In

aircraft Identification," he said,

"are apt to regard such sights as

Hying, Saucer???

«. 'Several airmen on the

.say - planes < reflecting the

light often appear a> oval«

it from certain angles."

agreed that Sgt. McDon-

"is as good an explanation as

ilians who reported seeing

~"'s at about 5:55 a.m. Tlies-
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day say there were (our or five

of them flying In V-formation.

Sgt McDonald pointed out that

he has seen F102 jet fighter planes,

presumably from George AFB at

Vlctorvllle, Calif., fly over Tucson,

usually in V-fonnatlon and alwayi

In groups of four.

Those who saw the objects say

they were followed by vapor trails,

as though from Jets In pursuit,

"It's possible they were Jets

that disappeared from view be

tween 50,000 and 70,000 feet Just is

they formed a vapor trail, leading

some observers to assume -they

were being pursued by Jatt," Sft

McDonald ; suggested. He said I

vapor trails form only at 60 or 601
r

conditions in right

Sometimes, be added. Jets leave

behind Intermittent vapor trails

like dashes as they go from cold

to warm layers of air.

Whether i formation of FlOl's

did. Indeed, fly over Tucson Tu<

day mornlg could not be l

yesterday. IX Col. Robert

Smith, commanding officer at

UA Air Force Radar Station on Ml

Lemmon, was on leave and un

available for comment *
■ Sgt McDonald said If the sta

tion's radar equipment did pick up

such I flight it can be assumed it

was a routine flight, as no emer

gency alert was reported given.

. The UFO's were seen flying east

erly parallel to the Benson Hwy.

and appeared white and round and

stayed in •'ff *j, *'*"'* " mlnutM-
Observers Included LeKoy uas-
Uns, 1931 S. Campbea Ave.; Dean

Wood, 5922 E. 22nd St.; Eugene

Ford, 805 W. Santa Rosa St; J.

C Hurst. 5962 Waverly PI.; Mrs.

Warren Gray, 2449 N. Edith Blvd.;

Lennie Weils. ilt-A W. Planta St.

and Mrs."Louise .Mexa.1205 E.

Bermuda St -' •. .■'",.' ■

3 April. Ellwood City, Pennsylvania. (night)

Police radio goes dead. Children frighten.

A newspaper account states:

"Police Chief Clark Ricer said today police are 'puzzled' by

an unidentified flying object reported here this week.

"No further reports have been received from residents on the

two-foot red-blinking disc a housewife said frightened her

children by appearing over the Walnut Ridge housing area

Thursday night.

"Police officers Joseph Scala and Emanuel 'Tony' Mavero, who

investigated the report received by the police department,

gave the following account on the incident:

"'We watched the bright red disc for about ten minutes. At

first we thought it was an airplane or some kids with a bal

loon shining a light on it.1

""But the situation got mysterious when the radio in the

police car went out of order and we could not get in touch

with the department.' Scala related this morning to the po

lice chief.

"Thesnight was bright because of the moon and the two patrol

men could see the 'thing' going down blinking and going up

again still blinking.

"After watching the red object for about ten minutes the of

ficers decided to move in closer, but when they got to the top

of the hill where the object was seen it had disappeared.

"The two patrolmen combed the entire area for possible clues
but couldn't find anything irregular." (40.)

The housewife that reported the "red blinking disc" told the press: "I

was alerted by my crying children who were scared to death by the 'thing.'"

(41.)

3 April. Dr. Fitts finally reviews the Tonopah case. (See letter to

Mr. Cross of BMI--Project WHITE STORK on pages 56-57)
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COLUMDUS 10

uxwoi or nuunoN

3 April 1958

Mr. Howard Cross

Battelle Memorial Institute • ,

505 King Avenue .■ ■ • -

i Columbus, Ohio

Dear Hr. Cross,

' I have examined the Tonopah, Nevada Incident of 23 November 1957,

involving 1st. Lt. Joseph F. Long. . • . -

This is.indeed an unusual report. With one Important exception, 1-t

has. many of the characteristics of the deliberate hoaxes and reports of

psychopathologlcal cases; this exception is that lt was made by an Air
Force officer, a pilot who presumably should be a most competent observer.

On the basis of the evidence in the folder I can only offer conjec

tures regarding the nature of this incident. These conjectures may be

. '. helpful, however, In the collection of additional evidence.

First, there Is always.the possibility of a deliberate hoax, even

In an Air Force officer, -in order to check on this possibility, I would
recommend a discrete -investigation of the officer's personal background—

the, kind of investigation that is conducted before granting a security

clearance. Specifically, do friends, neighbors, etc., know of any evi

dence in the officer's background that would .suggest the possibility of

a hoax?

Second, and what I consider the most likely conjecture, it is possible
. that the>.officer, was suffering from a temporary condition suclt as has some
times beta'called "road hypnosis," brought on by «xces.sjve fatigue and

'. -loss of sleep. There are well documented cases of trucfc/drtver*, Tor '

i example, who have driven off the road in order to avoid (entirely imagined)
• hquges, busses, etc., ahead of them on the road. This is.-most likely to

occur on long desert roads, especially at night.

(Note: Dr. Ross McFarland, School of Public Health, Harvard Unlver-

. slty should be consulted on this point. He has made studies of road

hypnosis. He has,also served with me on an Air Force Scientific Advisory

Board study group and is an authority in aviation psychology.)

* i recommend that, a complete hour-by-hour analysis be made of Lt.
Long's activities during the 72>-hour period,preceding the reported sight

ing. Has he subjected"to unusual physical or psychological stresses

' during the latter phases of the survival course? Exactly how much sleep

! had he had during this 72-hour period7 Had he been,taking any drugs,
I . stimulants or alcohol during the night's drive. If so, what and how ouch?

■ • -,'S: ' "
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(Notei This investigation should be made through an interview with

Lt. Long by a competent flight Surgeon, and by means' of a check-up with
Survival Course'personnel at Stead AF Base.)

Third, there Is a possibility that this may conform to the pattern

of many previous "flying saucer" reports. As I pointed out some nine

years ago in my, first analysis, practiqally all reports are characterized

by complete lack of observation of specific details of the object observed.

(Where these~3eTaTTs are observed the object is always identified.) Note ■
"here that, the object -itself was not clearly seen] lt appeared to" " t-. .
glow brightly" and it "... emitted light." Also, the"object and all ob
served components (the "translucent dome" as well as the "hemlsphcral"

' landing gears) of the object were without specific stucture. This appear-

£ance of roundness, lack of clear corners, edges, structural detail, etc.,
usually occurs because the object Is not seen clearly; the observer is

'Lactually seeing a strong light reflected from a surface or actually a.
flight source,-or else his eyes are out-of focus, or else the object la-/ek—
much farther sway than assumed. Lt. Long's account'is clearly .inconsis't^jtl'
ent with his statement that he was within 50 feet of the object. At 50 n

, feet he .should have,been able to observe small 'structural"details, such
; as antenna, trade name on the tires, etc.

If conjecture three should be true, I cannot speculate as to what

was actually seen. However, I do recommend that a thorough cheek be made

for possible helicopter or other activities in the area.

I am at a loss to account for the high Intensity noise together with

absence of heat, smoke, or gust effects. My only conjecture here Is that

the objects may have been much farther away than assumed. Sound travels '

farther than heat or air blast.

As to the"several small impressions" In the sand I shall leave lt . 4

to others to Judge the Importance of this evidence. I

In summary, I strongly feel that this Is Just another case of nlsV
taken identity or confusion in perception under unusual'circumstances.' '

' This opinion, I must confess, Is based primarily on comparison of this

; with the thousands of previous reports. As I havt polAfred'.eut fceXQ^e, .

**x frco a scientific viewpoint,' it is impossible to disprove'rin each'case
that the thing observed was not a vehicle from outer space—it -Is not ,

pb»slble to prove the null hypothesis. However, in yie'u'of the now
..'existing. massTveTamount of negative data,' my own inclination is tore- <
//•main highlyssk'ept'lcal.and.certalnly 'to.take no actlon'icyortd t&aVal- r; ■
" ready underWay? inline absence of, incontcovertibl«>eyidenee'|bf' a po's 1 tlvV

1 ~ nature. 'I do "not consider'''the present evidence at all conclusive.

n > ' ' ' Sincerely,

r— Paul'H. Fitts

li..w.-.;.SS!FIFr
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"Ultijnate and logical conclusion."

Dr. Fitts recommended a more intensive investigation of the witness and

the circumstances. Hie Air Force agreed: "The case is now considered to fall

within the requirements for a special investigation, if it is to be carried

to its ultimate and logical conclusion." (42.)

"Urgent for manifold reasons."

In agreeing to a more intensive investigation, a Col. Eriksen of AT1C

noted:

"This matter is considered urgent for the manifold reasons ^

found in the attached case file[Capt. Gregory's fears about the

jet pilot joining forces with people like Keyhoe], and particu

larly if subject officer completes his tour of duty, or other

wise severs his relations with the Air Force before investiga

tions to determine the actual facts have been completed." (43.)

4 April. Dr. McDonald goes to work. (See clippings)

WRITE HIM

UA Scientist

Wants Disc Data
Did you ste them early Tuesday morning — those '

unidentified (lying or non-flying objects?

1 A scientist a; the University of Arizona would like

' to know il you did. and what you saw.

{ Dr. J. E. McDonald of the Institute of Atmospheric :

IPhyucj at Ibt University called

' oo the Citizen todsy to lid him
in gathering more Inlonziauoo

I concerning lour nynerious ob
jects sighted ofl Die Benson High

way at about S.SS a.m. Tuesday.

"lt'< an interesting phenomenon

of the atmosphere 6r in the at

mosphere. I'd like to know who

saw it, what they saw, the shape

of the objects, the direction U the

objects were moving, ■ and the
■peed." McDonald aaid>.

"I'd also liks to know wbcre

objects. Both the Air Force radar

slellun uq Ml. lemmun and the
Civil Aeronautics Admlwsymlion's

radar control center at Davis*

Mimllun wld Uu>y ■> Mhlag

and had do official tqurb) uf ajgr*

thing Tuesday morning In that'

ana. '
Two Greyhound bus driven, go-

Ing to Ft.' Huarhwa with tbetf.
passengers, spotted In* objects

east of Tuooa near thai Riacoa
Mountains. Many of their pauen-;

lucson, Arizona

Tucson Citizen

4 April 58

they wen seen, the approximate ttn and some person* la Tucson.

position above the horizon and also spotted die objecu, whicnl
remained visible for about 15 min

utes, i
their estimated size."

McDonald asks ranchers, mot

orists or others who spotted the

objects 10 write him at the Uni
versity.

Meanwhile, local military and
civilian radar spotters gave a

completely negative report on the

There were four tear-shaped or

disc-like objecu. and a fifth la/g

ar object with them, the observ

ers said.

McDonald said one woman re-,1
ported seeing them overhead In

Tucson at S:JO ajn. Tuesday. vi
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UA INVESTIGATES

All Who Saw UFOs

Urged To Come I'Wlh
. More than 20 persons have reported their observe-

lions on sighting of mysterious objects in the sky near

Tucson last Tuesday to a University ol Arizona research

er—and he wants to hear from more.

"These people definitely taw something. It was no
hallucination and I'd like u hear

from everyone who made the sigbi- McDonald would alia like to
ing> before they forget deuilt," >>ar tnm ranchers or motoruu
Dr. J. E. McDonald of the lasti- **• ">»y •»"« "»de observe- Tucson, Arizona
tuu of Atmotphenc Physics at '"<»» 'unber to the eaat of Tuc- t...... r-ir4,»n
Hit university, said today. ||«"- tuiaon lllizen
Uat Tuesday moreing. before I One woman, atar eailug at ? ... ,.„

I daybreak one woman called the breakfast with) 7-power buocu. ' "P'li ->o
I United Suies weather Bureau 'J". uld McDonald Ibat the «U«). '

here to report In. objecu In u>e f*1"'""1 *'lrt1t h'd bllttU."' '"""
, ..' 100 Ultra—red. uraiuto ami ailvoi.
sky east of Tucson. Two bus driver, reported Uier.

| -She may have been tfce futi (ww „„, m.jc^-u,,, Ur,.,.f Uw0

talk to bet. I only know she haa| over the Mlnnio inuuiulue
lives on weu Muuuri ureel,'

McDonald wid.

Another man watched the ob

ject! ai he drove eau on toe Ben-

• aon Highway and kept them in

■ tight for nearly 14 minutes. He

had them, located between the
Rinconi and a rt*fpp Ufibi.

"I'd particularly bka to ulk

to him," he said.

la a lurnuuuo, liuully oiup|Hur-

ing at tunrue.

Different observers reported dif

ferent shapes, formations and (£u-

lions, McDonald mil.

Those with inlormauou ara
asked to write to him at mo

University of Aruona. usuoj >il

the detail*

bared, hi said.
can be rcmem*

Nfc Donald and the data.

Dr. NfcDonald collected local newspaper accounts of the Tucson UFO incident.

Although brief, the clippings obtained information that was similar in content
and mentioned witnesses in widely scattered locations. These facts suggested
a real event, one worth investigating.

McDonald phoned the persons mentioned in the news accounts, and from them
he learned of other witnesses. Thus, starting with just a few people, he was
able to interview 20 persons over the phone. Encouraged by this success, Dr.

McDonald then used the local newspapers,television, and radio, to find even
more witnesses. Eventually he contacted 75 persons personally, plus receiving

five letters. The Arizona professor had managed to gather independent observa
tions from localities in an area covering 70X25 square miles!

In addition, McDonald sought out and interviewed Weather Bureau personnel
that were on duty the day of the UFO sighting, as well as civilian and mili
tary air traffic controllers manning the control towers at the Tucson Munic-

pal Airport and Davis-Monthan Air Force Base. He also talked with Army Elec
tronic experts at the Proving Grounds at Fort Huachuca where records were kept

of the operation of various service helicopters. Moveover, he consulted the
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logs of the Air Force radar station on Mt. Lemon.

As many witnesses as possible were asked to discribe their sighting from

the exact site the observation was made. McDonald took transit readings to

get the right azimuth and elevation. Estimates of the angular width of the

UFOs were recorded (McDonald, of course, knew all about the resolution limits

of the human eye).

Well versed in the use of the Nautical Almanac, McDonald could determine

with accuracy the position of any celestial body at any given time. The sun's

position was important in this case.

Balloon launches were researched to determine release times and angular co

ordinates of the burst points.

Exact weather conditions were written down and studied. Items checked were

visibility, relative humidity, temperature, winds aloft, shear zones, and dew

points. Because of his background in atmospheric science, McDonald had no

trouble calulating inversion layers, and applying Appleman's Standard criteria

for the prediction of contrail formation.

McDonald found that, in general, the: "...observers saw (five in most ac

counts) rather small silvery to golden objects (oval in shape in most ac

counts) low in the eastern sky just prior to sunrise." (44.)

Due to the distance involved, and other factors, details were lacking that

would make this a good, high strangeness, case. However, it was a good learn

ing experience for McDonald. It was very apparent authorities and the news

media could not be depended upon to do an adequate job of reporting a UFO in

cident. The media, in fact, could be detrimental to an understanding of the

UFO phenomena:

"An interesting reluctance to have any publicity given their

observations was apparent in the comments made by observers. It

became very clear that this reluctance stemmed from the press's

typical handling of observations of unidentified objects---a

certain amount of, levity or ridicle is almost invariably incor
porated into stories or headlines concerning such sightings."

(45.)

Futhermore, McDonald had this to add:

"Newspaper accounts on 2 April referred directly or indirectly

to 'flying saucers.1 Of the seventy-five persons whom I per

sonally interviewed, only about five had formed the opinion

that these were in that uncertain category. Most observers

simply described what they saw and that was the end of their

comment..." (46.)

McDonald's investigation report runs 40+ pages! Most of it a scientific

analysis of such things as sounding curves and inversion layers, etc. The

reports shows what McDonald could do and it put Air Force investigators to

shame.

5 April. Santa Monica, California. (7:15) (p.m.?)

"And I wasn't drunk, either."
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BOY, 9, TELLS OF SEEING^4*'
ZOOMING 'CIGAR W\

! Mat be it's the weather but a yourtg Santa Monica
1 astronomer insists that last night he spotted a "cigar-

shaped'' craft with windows, hovering near his home.

j Bobby Young, 9, of 2320 Pearl St., said he first
1 noticed the object at 7:13, and that when he zeroed In

I with his telescope, the object shot straight up and out
1 of sight.
I "And I wasn't drunk, either," added Bobby.

Pushing the panic button. The U-2 as a UFO.

The U-2 project was born in 1954 in response to the need for a special recon

naissance aircraft and the CIA was charged with the development and deployment.

The designing, building, and operation of the U-2 had to be done with total

secrecy. The U-2 flew singly and at extreme altitude but there was no way it

could escape notice. "

General Charles P. Cabell, USAF, explained the problem and what steps were

taken to solve it:

"What could happen when alert radar operators of the Air Defense

Command should pick up the blip of a high-flying U-2 on their ra

dar screen? Probably they would push the panic button.

"We arranged with the Air Defense Command, through Brigadier

General Robert Taylor III, for them to set up the necessary safe
guards to filter out such radar sightings for which our 'birds'

were responsible. Taylor had once worked with me in Air Force

Intelligence and I was confident of his understanding of our pe

culiar problem and his discretion. It was all quietly arranged

so that there never was a flap over a U-2 sighting. When a radar
station made a sighting and sent the word forward, it passed

through someone who had been alerted by Taylor to act quietly, as

though this was some test aircraft (which it was) known fully to

the entire system (which it was not). (47.)

"Mystery intruders."

The Air Defense Command may not have had a flap over a U-2 but it did have

a flap over "mystery intruders." Instead of a single target on the scopes,

there were numerous targets in formation. That fact caused excitement. U-2s

did not operate in groups. The Strategic Air Command leaked some information

to United Press president Frank H. Bartholomew about 'Mysterious radar tar

gets." If the targets were some kind of secret Air Force aircraft, why pub

licize it? By telling the president of the newsservice, SAC made sure the

story would see print and be believed. Why?

One thing the news release did was stir up NICAP. That was something the

Air Force didn't need. (See article from NICAP bulletin on page 62)
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Page 2

STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND REPORT HINTS SAC KNOWS UFOiARE INTERPLANETARY

From several radar tracking cam admitted by the Strategic Air Commend, there h

strong evidence that SAC'i chief, Gen. Thomai Powers, knowl that the UFOt are

Interplanetary ipacecraft.

In one significant caw General Powers withheld the usual "scramble" order when

radar showed a formation of unknown objects approaching the Pacific coast. Had there

been any question that the ob|ecti were Soviet planes, the SAC commander would have

swiftly dispatched H-bombers prepared to retaliate.

Radar blips of the mysterious formation were picked up by United Stares picket ships,

by radar patrol planes over the Pacific, and later by station! ashore. Previously, similar

radar warnings had caused "numerous dispatches" of~SAC bomben, according to an

official release. This admission by SAC was cleared by top level Air Force and Defense

Department censors and published by United Press President Frank H. Bartholomew on

April 7, 1958.

In at least one case, said the Pentagon cleared article, SAC bombers were scrambled

when defense radar picked up strange ob|ecti flying toward the United States In precis*

formation. The bomben were recalled by special code signals whan the Air Force realized

the objects were not Soviet planet. These mysterious formations, said SAC, have never

been explained,.

ctal In the Pacific coast case—when an Identical formation was tracked—Gen. Powers

said, "Walt." Radar reports continued to pour In from the picket ships, DEW (Distant

EorlyWorning) stations,and radar planes. Still Gen. Powers waited. The UFO formation

had almost reached the coast—In quick striking range of west coast cities and bases—

when the radar blips suddenly disappeared from the scopes.

Though previous Identical formations were listed by SAC as unexplained, this report

was explained away as due to false radar blips.

Why weren't the SAC bombers dispatched a In the other cases?

If Gen. Powers had believed1 It even remotely possible that the objects were Soviet
planes or missiles, hundreds of SAC bomben would have roared aloft from United States

bases within minutes.

ONE REASON FOR SECRECY? Also a UFO's propulsion system may be

But if General Powers knew these objects •"• K. repel radar beams, a. recently
werenolearlhmode.I.vSuTaMlyexplaln «»9a«»eo by Pres. Eugene Gluhoreff of
his action. It would also mean that all *• Gluhoreff Helicopter Corporation. At

high U. S. commands must know this '"» P»"«. he »ld, electrons ejected
problem-the donger thol erroneous Idenl- *>/ a nueleor reoctor would create an
ificotlon of UFOs could start World War 3. electronic field which would divert rodar

This may be olleged to be one reoson bMm»> N° lmo8« would be reflected
for official secrecyon UFOs. But publicly *»<* •» *• scope.
disclosing the truth will not alter SAC If this theory Is correct, sudden accel-

plans to handle the UFO problem. On the eratlon to full power could have caused

other hand, bottling up the UFO facts the UFO formation's blips to disappear,
by the top commanders could possibly lead

to a serious—even fatal—error by sub

ordinates unaware of the truth. Confidential NICAP Bulletin
If the UFOs octually were a spacecraft

formation, why did the radar blips so
suddenly vanish? One possibility, based 9 July 58
on CAA radar experts' opinions, Is that

the UFOs suddenly climbed to a high

altitude —completely out of the radar

beams— as was recorded at Washington

Airport in 1°32.
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Another possible scenario?

Perhaps the news release was a way of saying something to the Russians?

Khruschev scared stiff?

Amazing revelations in the April, 1958, issue of Sir magazine. The truth
or some made up nonsense?

According to the magazine story, a Hungarian, "Imre Kodaly," once occupied
a key position in the Hungarian Communist Party and had access to Russian and

American armament programs. "Kodaly" (a fake name to conceal his true ident

ity after he sought asylum in America) claimed he had a curious discussion

with the Russian Marshal Zhukov before the famous war hero fell from power.

. If true, this exchange between "Kodaly" and Zhukov probably took place in
summer of 1956 after Zhukov became a canidate member of the Presidium, shar

ing supreme power with Bulganin and Khrushchev in a short lived triumvirate,

and before the outbreak of the Hungarian revolt on October 23rd of the same
year.

Zhukov, we are told, was aware of serious unrest in Hungary and he confess

ed to "Kodaly" that he was in an: "...impasse with Khruschev over conflicts on
policy all the way down the line." (48.) "Kodaly" recalls Zhukov saying:

"But I know your first concern is for Hungary. I do not blame

you for that. I must tell you that the revolution is certain

to be crushed when it comes. Khruschev will stop at nothing to

avoid showing any sign of weakness before the world. He is al
ready terrified of American power—." (49.)

"Kodaly" interupts:

'"I interrupted the Marshal. 'Why-is he terrified?1 I asked.
'We all know that the Americans are not weak, but after all,

Russia has the H-bomb, and I understand that we are far ahead of

the United States in"preparations for space travel and guided
missiles—'

"The Marshal held up a hand to stop me. He knitted his brow,

gazed off into space for a moment, then said slowly: 'You must

never reveal what I am about to tell you while I am alive and in

power. No doubt you have heard of flying saucers. They are real,

my friend. Real! Some of the American newspapers think they be

long to us, but that, unfortunately, is not the case. They belong
to the Americans.'

"'The United States government denies it because they do not want

the matter even discussed, lest we find out their secret and de

velop our own controlled space craft. Our scientists are working

day and night to design our own weapons of this type, but so far

we are up against a stone wall.'

'"We know the devices exist,1 he continued. 'We have seen them
and photographed them and followed them by radar, but have never

been able to shoot one down. They travel at tremendous speeds,

well over 10,000 miles per hour.'.

'"I have tried every way to persuade Khruschev to acknowledge the

saucers and seek a friendlier relationship with the Americans,' he

said, 'but he will not hear of it. He prefers to concentrate on



EDITOR'S NOTE: Although wa thoroughly checked
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earth satellites and guided missile programs, hoping their devel
opment will reap us a golden harvest in world esteem. He thinks
our missiles will soon be able to shoot down the saucers. I can

not get him to realize the difference between a missile, which
pursues one straight course to a target, and a saucer, which can

maneuver at high speeds, avoiding anything sent up to combat it.1
"The Marshal paused, made a gesture of helplessness with his

hands, then returned to his original reason for summoning me to
him." (50.)

7 April. Willoughby, Ohio. (7:55 p.m.)

"Reddish ball."

When a newsman announced over the radio a strange object was seen falling
into Lake Erie, Chuck Kuebler of Willoughby grabbed a pair of binoculars and
stationed himself in his back yard to check out the sky. With him. were his
mother, grandfather, and sister. Nothing was spotted falling out of the sky
but the .four witnesses did see a reddish ball suddenly appear 200-300 yards
away above an open field behind their home. The thing suddenly lit up and

began to pulsate. A guess was made that put the object's diameter at about
three feet.

After it appeared, the reddish ball moved northward for an estimated 20
feet, and at that point it paused. The ball then began to move northeast
on an upward slant. After only 30 seconds the object had become so faint
it could no longer be seen. The thing was in view for about two minutes.

Congressman Henderson buggs the Air Force.

One should note that there had been a report from Willoughby back on April
1st, and more sightings of UFOs in the Columbus area a few days later. Also,
another report was recorded at the Canton-Austinberg area on the 7th. All of
these incidents indicate a small Ohio UFO flap. The Canton-Austinberg case
was not impressive, but a remark scribbled on the paperwork is of interest:
"Congressman Henderson of Ohio ^s riding[Emphasis in the original] the Air

Force, claiming his constituents are claiming the Air Force won't check into
Ohio sightings." (S2.) This remark shows that complaints from the public

were having some effect on the military, and that there was some emotion about
UFOs in Congress.

8 April. Buffalo, New York. (9:49 p.m.)

Y-formation.

GOC report:

"Had just mounted observation deck and was snapping on spotter

scope when objects appeared very high and moving at tremendous

speed --faster then the passage of Sputnik's rocket. Immediate

ly noted time and compass while training camera. Objects disap
peared from view a few seconds after 9:49 (estimate 33 seconds).

Stayed on post till 11:45 p.m. when sky became saturated with

heavy cumulus clouds.

"Formation exact as that in previous reportsf?]. Could count

only 10 or 12 --not sure." (53.)

Flight pattern shown on next page.
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9 April. A sanitized version of the 1953 Robertson panel conclusions re

leased.

The Following was officially made public by Major L.J. Tacker: .

"January 17, 1953.

"1. The undersigned Panel of Scientific Consultants has met at the

request of the Government to evaluate any possible threat to nation

al security posed by unidentified flying objects ('flying saucers')

and to make reconmendations. The Panel has received the evidence

as presented by cognizant Governmental agencies, primarily the Uni

ted States Air Force, and has reviewed a selection of documental in

cidents.

"2. As a result of its considerations, the Panel concludes:

That, the evidence presented on unidentified flying objects shows

no indication that these phenomena constitute a direct physical

threat to national security.
"We firmly believe that there is no residum of "cases which indi

cates phenomena which are attributable to foreign artifacts cap

able of hostile acts, and that there is no evidence that the phe
nomena indicate a need for the revision of current scientific con

cepts.

"3. In the light of this conclusion, the Panel recommends:
"That the national security agencies take immediate steps to strip

the unidentified flying objects of the special status they have been

given and the aura of mystery they have unfortunately acquired.
"We suggest that this aim may be achieved by an integrated program

designed to reassure the public of the total lack of evidence of in-
mical forces behind the phenomena. ,

(Signed) /
Lloyd V. Berkner, Associated Universities, Inc. /

H.P. Robertson, California Institute of Technology.

Luis W. Alvarez, University of California.

S.A. Goudsmit, Brookhaven National Laboratories.

Thornton Page, John Hopkins University. (54.)
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Of course the release of the panel conclusions drew the attention of those

who were following the UFO mystery. The editors of England's Flying Saucer
Review, an influential publication in the international UFO community, inter-

peted the development this way:

"The word inimical used in the last line of the report means

'hostile.1 You will notice while they said the saucers were

not hostile to the national security, they did not say the sau

cers did not exist. In fact, they implied that they do! It is

also interesting to note that this five-year-old report has

only just been released for the U.S. Air Force." (54.)

NICAP's comments were similar:

"1.) The 1953 panel did not deny the reality of UFOs.

2.) The most vital conclusion as stated was that no

'inimical forces' were involved.

3.) Not even the McClellan subcommittee was able to

secure the complete CIA report.

4.) The panel's investigation covered days and was a

study of secret documents and intelligence reports. •„•

5.) Without the full report, no honest evaluation can

be made Of the brief Air Force summary.

6.) It seems obvious from the CIA evasion that impor

tant facts about this long hidden study are being
kept from the public." (55.) /

If the intent was to throw water on the fires of ET speculation, the
disclosures had to be considered a failure. Why do it?

Michael Hall, in his unpublished manuscript: A Serious Study A Century
of UFO Sightings, suggests the CIA was forced to make a limTEe3 declosure
Because Donald Keyhoe had learned of the panel's existence. This is a rea
sonable assumption since members of Congress (besides the publ ic) ..were no

doubt curious. It would be best to head off inquiries by releasiiig a

measured amount of information in the hope nothing more would have to be
revealed.

Hall also suggests that including the panel's recommendation to "strip

UFOs of their special status" did not make sense because the problems of

national defense were not addressed in the sanitized version." (56.)

Before moving on, we might ask again. Was the release really for the

Russian's benefit?

9 April. Mesa, Arizona. (7:45 p.m.)

"Zoomed down, zoomed up."

The UFO was first seen by two Telephone employees in their early 20s

who were driving west on Main Street, several blocks from the center of
downtown Mesa, Arizona. It was 7:45 p.m.

A fast moving spot of light about 45 degrees above the horizon was

noticed. It was unusual enoughto command the men's complete attention.

The light was in a rapid descent, like a falling star, until it reached an

altitude of about 1,500-2,000 feet above the city, at which point it pulled
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up into a steep climb and headed toward'the southwest. The two witnesses
said as ths object drew closer to the earth, itbecame clearer to see. The
object was cigar-shaped with: "Retangular windows inside from which orange
light shone." (57.) As the UFO climbed, it accelerated faster and faster.
Within 10 seconds it was all over, the UFO having faded from view in the

southwest. (58.)

9 April. Newport Beach, California, (night)

Two flat objects with flashing lights. (See clipping below)

HOVERING OFF NEWPORT BEACH

Two Mystery Flying

Objects Sighted
' NEWPORT BEACH (OCNS) —
Two ■ unidentified flying objects

were 'sighted off the Newport Pier
last night by a Newport Beach po

lice officer. It was the second UFO
lighting since Sunday.

Patrolman Roger Gordon spot

ted t e objects (ram the pier at:

9:30 m., after they were pointed,
out to him by three fishermen. Ap-|

prozlmatey a haU-doxen personal

saw the hovering objects. <

Gordon described them as flying

slowly at an elevation of about 500

(eet, headed northeast. They ap

peared to be flat and delta-winged

with no tall or super structure, he

said.

On the trailing edge were about

six red light* that flashed on and
off hi a series. He said one of the

objects made a right turn and

headed over Newport The second

continued up the coast until It

reached the vicinity of the Santa
Ana River and then turned towards

Santa Ana. - .-'■:•*

Gordon contacted El Toro Ma

rine Corps Air Station and relayed

his Information to the flight opera

tions officer, who' urged that all In
formation on the objects be given

to them as fast as possible.

Orange County News Service

contacted fishermen on the pier
shortly afterwards and they con

firmed Gordon's story. Three 15-
year-old youths told of seeing the

two objects whjla thex.were flsb-

\ng Their stories ""Inrlfl'Mi with

Gordon's,' except for the number
of J|*hts on the objects.

Jerry Howard of Arlington, Ken
Sweartngen of Buena Park, and

Dick Wass of Riverside, all;stay

ing at a Newport Beach apart

ment, said they first saw one of the

objects about (00 feet up. Someone

pointed In another direction and

they spotted the second one. Both
had two red lights apiece, they

said.
They said the objects may have

been helicopters except there was

absolutely no noise and no HhBP

could be distinguished. Swearing-

en claimed "They were sure weird,

the way they.darted and hovered/"

, Two other men said they saw the

object* but declined to give their
names It was said.

The flight operations officer at

El Toro was contacted by OCNS
at 11 p.m. He said that he had no

knowledge of the occurence other
than what hud'been reported' by
Gordon. ' -

Helicopters could have been In
the area, he said, but he could,not
confirm It. He did not say whether

any planes had been put Into' the

air to search for the flying objects;
Hi declined further comment. - -
1^8. first sighting this week oc-"

cinjred" early Sunday •morning
when military and civil authori

ties sighted a strange, object trav
eling from Anaheim to. the Saddle
back area, where police officer^

reportedly were dost to U.

Anaheim, California. Anaheim Daily Bulletin

10 March 58.
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10 April. Denmark.

Continued UFO activity.

According to a London newspaper:

"FLYING SAUCERS OVER DENMARK

"Copenhagen, Thursday: A Danish fighter has reported seeing a

formation of flying saucers. They were also sighted on the radar

screen of the Danish Air Force Station at Skrydstrup, Jutland.

"After sighting them the fighter pilot tried to overtake them,

but they accelerated and disappeared. The station coirmander ap

pealed to the public to report any mysterious flying objects."

(59.)

10 April. Senator Barry Goldwater. (R-Arizona)

"Flying Saucers are real."

Recent UFO reports in Arizona were probably why Senator Goldwater spoke

out on the subject on April 10th. Goldwater, an Air Force Reserve Colonel,

told the press: "Flying saucers, unidentified objects or whatever you call

them ---are real." (t>0.) Also: "The Air Force has a project to investi

gate these reports' but when you ask about them they clam up." (61.)

10 April. Kenora, Ontario,.Canada, (afternoon)

Steep dive.

A news story states:

"Mr. P. Funk, of Funk's Hidden Trail Resort, Black Strugeon, re- '
ports that while he was driving into town Thursday afternoon he

was mystified by a strange object in the sky.

"Mr. Funk said that he saw an object, flashing like a diamond,

about 1,000 feet in the air, directly ahead of his automobile.

Mr. Funk said he stopped the car and watched the object which

was travelling at a terrific rate of speed. He said it dove

straight towards earth, levelled off and disappeared into the

distance.

"Mr. Funk said that he has heard and read of many similar sight

ings t>ut put them off as just so many rumours but having witnes

sed the thing himself, he said he was convinced that it was no

ordinary phenomena." (62.)

11 April. Tucson, Arizona.

"Discovered by the Egyptians?"

The Arizona Daily Star printed:

"When, in an interview here in Tucson, Sen. Barry Goldwater said
he believed in flying saucers, he presumed something that his

boss in the Adr Force, Deputy Chief of Staff Gen. Curtis Le May,

former chief of the Strategic Air Force, once denied in an inter
view in Tucson a few years ago.

"At that time, when General Le May was asked if he thought

there was such a thing as flying saucers, his answer to the Ari
zona Daily Star was: 'Of course I de, they were first discovered
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by the Egyptians more than 2,000 years ago.1* He then went on
to explain that every incident of flying saucers had been inves

tigated by the Air Force, and that in each case a reasonable ex
planation was found that discredited completely the existence of
any such things as flying saucers." (63.)

12 April. Tabladitas, Argentina, (night)

"Strange aerial vehicle?"

Latin American case:

"Sr. Armando Avila Garron, a well-known university professor,

was strolling with his wife when they heard a sound similar to

that of a motorbicycle and, shortly afterwards, saw a strange
aerial vehicle, intensely illuminated, the precise shape of

which they were unable to determine. It passed in front of
them, at a distance of some 20 or 30 meters, and almost touch

ing the ground. It was surrounded by a large white aureola.

Then it veered towards the east and vanished at high speed.

(64.)

12 April. Carbqndale, Illinois. (8:00 p.m.)

*"In the year 22, 3rd month, 1st day, in the 6th hour of the

night, it happened that the scribes were in the House of Life,

[preparing the Annals of the King] when a circle of flame ap
peared in the sky, with no top. From its mouth came breath of

wind that stank terribly. Its form was one rod long and one
rod wide (circular) and it was silent.

"Their minds became alarmed and confused, and they fell on

their bellies. They reported to the Great One [Pharaoh]. His
majesty ordered them to their bellies themselves its body

hovered without legs He [Pharaoh] pondered over what to do
He meditated on what haa occurred and what they had record

ed, written in the papyri in the House of Life.

"Now it happened that these things became more numerous than
ever, appearing after three days once again, in greater numbers

than ever These objects shone like the sun in the heavens,
they travelled to the limits of the four quarters [cardinal
points] of heaven!

"Most dominant in their places were the rings of fire. The
Army of the King beheld the spectacle, with him in their midst.

It was after supper [6:00 PM]. Then they looked, and thses
things above them ascended high into the shy, towards the
south, and flew away. Rains of fishes and birds and creeping
things [frogs, tadpoles, etc.= volatiles] fell from the sky."

(See appendix)
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"Might have been flying saucers."

A press report states:

"Two 12-year-old Cabondale boys have reported seeing three

objects Saturday night which 'might have been flying saucers.'

"John Shelby Lewis and Sidney Hall said they saw the objects

about 8 p.m. over West Main street.

"They said the three fiery objects seemed to drop in altitude

and then 'went back up.'

"They said one of the objects was larger than the other two.

One of the smaller "saucers' was described as 'sort of bluish
looking.'

"The boys said the objects stayed around a few minutes and

then seemed to head off in a northeasterly direction." (65.)

12 April. Manitowoc, Wisconsin. (10:30 p.m.)

The nun's story.

Saturday night about 11:30 p.m. a phonecall was made to the County Sheriff

Office from the Holy Family Convent on the outskirts of the city of Manitowoc.

It seems two nuns had observed two blue lights flying around the convent and

that one of them had-landed and was still visible in a field nearby.
Two Sheriff units raced to the scene and the deputies saw the light in the

field as they drove up to the convent, however a search of the field failed
to turn up any trace of the intruder.

Both sisters gave statements to the lawmen. (See statements pp.72-73)

As usual, ATIC, Wright Field, appeared more concerned with public relations
than the UFO problem:

"Aside from the obligation imposed upon the Air Force to re

solve the sighting as prescribed by paral, AFR 200-2, the un

questioned reliability and integrity of the observers involved

in this incident could be exploited, to the adverse interests
of the Air Force, by UFO clubs and 'flying saucer' proponents,

if brought to the attention of the general public. This is
particularly true if it is shown that no further action was

taken or found inconclusive on the part of the Air Force."

(66.)

The Air*Force's explanation for the nun's report: "The stars Beteigeux and

Pollux." (67.)

14 April. Albuquerque, New Mexico. (8:35 p.m.)

"Peculiar formation."

A NICAP UFO report- form states:

"Air Force S/Sgt. Oliver Dean observed a peculiar sight at

8:35 p.m., MST. It was a clear, cool night, cloudless, no

moon, very little haze, with the stars shining very clearly.

"As S/Sgt. Dean was locking his car door, he glanced toward

the house, saw Orion above the roof, looked up, and it was
then that he first saw the peculiar formation.

"He observed between 2-3 dozen, possibly more, orange-gold

pinpoint sources of light, which at first looked like sparks
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I wnt colled at 10:30 P.M. April 12, 1958 at which tin* I tav tvo objeots located,

in th» West. The vhito objeot soemed to bo "going back and forth, uncurtain

on jround or not. It bud the appearance of a bright_ball of light. There seemed

to bo a protrmlon which gave it sort of a cone_yba»j{ and also an outline of red.

Obient vas seen at intervals. The red object was very omjLL couldn't tell vbat **

•bap*. It tell in a Tory uneven and slow manner. It vaitn't a bright light. I
_—-_ — - *"* - - -—™- - -^ v— ——

ltft n about a half hour at which tiiw the objocts vero atill in view. I used

binttcnlara to view it *

Sister

We wetre infvmed on radio that Sputnik II would land that night bnt didn't know

where. Out of uumiu curiosity I watched to see if I could see it again as I

bod seen it about 3 or 4 times. About 6:30 I began to look at the Mn£ SoutuveaJL

direction from whore it usually coma. Tlio first tine I didn't sea anything but

betwuen 8:30 and 9:00t I n buw an object that was cuaing that looked liko a star

and it sec.me.d. to dinappear. But in the meantime. l_sav this othur object in the

West and I watched it aiu! it seemed to drop gradually, from the sky. I watched it

lor a'<out 10 mlnut«» and it kept on iLrspii dropping. I called another Sister out

and asked bor if nbe could see it. At first she didn't see it but eventually she

saw ii. As we watched it aeened to kmi Itktr ovor the ground but not touch it.

It seemed to be about 6 feut frus tlio ground. Then it would flare up to rnthor a

bright light and tlicn it would «■■•<: around back anil forth past one spot but

still the light uu vorySjright. In the nujantiue, Sister left to get Uip binoculars

nml Just us she lo^ft the objnet flnrcri up and sucmed like it was gumg to exjilodo,

different colors of light came from it. There were difforeut nhndes of light, orange,

bluot etc. It xosx looked liko it tug going to burnt mto flaue.h^txxaxtxsui Dy the

tiiro Sister cane b.tck it h.ul gunc Imck to u while Ui;til. We obHorvod through binoculars
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^swijii^^

and we aaw a Bccon.l object coming duwn fron the alcy, which la number 2 in my questionnaire.

It seemed to drop in jerks into the trees. It was circular shaped similar to a large

grapefruit, colored rod. It aeemed to hover in one position. After Sister left I

noticed the objoet (Ho. l) started to move in a Northeast direction. I shifted

position from the West to Northeast part of the building and as I ixtt vatched from

tho seeond position I noticed that both objects wore going in a Northeasterly direction

No. 1 in leading nnd No. 2 following about an angle of 90s toward NE horizon. No. 1

kept rlaing until it disappeared in a mure northurly direction. No. 2, after it

had gone quite a distance in a HE direction, turned and cope bacll and seemed to

bounce over houses and aeemed to be about a 90° angle. It headed in a Northwest

direction, then it turned Southwest. It kept bouncing over the ±t±si field. It kept

on until after midnight when I left. Later the sheriff eame and asked me to show

him where I iss {he objects. Hi I showed him the exact apot. I also used the

binoculars and saw abject No. 2. Ho couldn't tell what it was and m went toward

it to find out wafct it was. It disappeared when he got close to where it was.
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until he noticed they were'in formation. Their brightness

was about the same intensity as hot wood sparks or the glow
ing end of a lit cigarette seen from a distance. The forma

tion was arranged around a large 'V in the center, with two

smaller irregular formations either side of it. The width of
the formation was about ll or 2 times the width of Orion's
belt. Their movement was very even and steady, without any

change in formation other than normal foreshortening with

distance. When first seen about level or slightly above the

level of Orion's belt. When last seen, the level was at about

the tip of Orion's sword. S/Sgt. Dean had the strange forma- ''

tion under observation for about 10 seconds.

"A check with the CAA control tower that same night revealed

that no aircraft formations had flown over Albuquerque at that
hour." (68.) (See drawing on page 75)

Major Tacker chastised.

Sgt, Dean wrote Major Tacker and asked for permission to report his UFO

sighting to a civilian group. Tacker granted permission since, as he in-

terpeted it, the,sighting report had not been forwarded to ATIC for evalu

ation (Dean had not reported anything to military at the time of the inci

dent and he was making his request in June, a month later) and for the

fact BLUE BOOK had no other record of the case. (69.)

Upon review of the Tacker-Dean correspondence, Assistant Deputy of
AFCIN-4E, Nicholas Post, chastised the Major:

"Paragraph 11, AFR 200-2 means exactly what it says. No, re

peat, No [Emphasis in the original] Air Force personnel, other

than tHose of the OIS, or those so directed, will contact pri
vate individuals concerning UFO cases. A military person, even

in an unofficial interview, might still be quoted, and when he

is quoted his statements are usually construed to be those of

the Air Force." (70.)

14 April. The Air Force is only a small bit of a big conspiracy?

Coral Lorenzen wrote Donald Keyhoe a letter on April 14th that said in

part:

"We [Her and her husband Jim] have had to walk on eggs from

time to time because of our location, [Alamogordo]. I have per

sonally had to 'take a lot1 as head of APRO, but this is chang

ing. Jim and I received a private visit from the UFO Investi

gative Officer from Holloman, and his assistant, with whom I
used to work. Both nice guys, but not interested in the sub

ject one bit; this confirmed our opinion that the Air Force

is only a very small piece of the big conspiracy. They are

the goats because they are chargedwith the atmosphere above

the United States." (71.)

15 April. Ruppelt: Congress has better things to do.

A letter to Keyhoe on April 15th hints that Ruppelt may have been

caught up in the Cold War panic. (See letter)
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ATTAOHMENT TO REPORT ON UNIDENTIFIED

for 14 April 1958, submitted by S/Sg

Formation first observed here...

went put dT"
here.

House (l storyj.at_l£

I
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April 15. 1958

Mr. Donald Keyhoe

HICAP

1536 Connecticut Ave. N.W.
Washington 6* D.C.

Dear Don,

Thanks for your letters. They were Interesting but I
have no comments. As I told you, I'm completely out of the

UFO business.

I still believe you think that someone is forcing me out

but this is not true. As long as the UFO subject stayed on

a conversational plane I was willing to go along with it. But

when it is pushed so far that a Senate sub-committee is de

voting their valuable time and effort to It, I bow out. I

think the chances of UFO'a being real are a billion to one

and there are other problems in this world that are far more

Important for a Senate sub-oomalttee to look into.

According to the newa you people have been having a rough

winter. We've bad a lot of rain but can use it.

Best of luck.

Yours truly

TRdtfard J. Ruppelt
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Note that this letter dated April 15th is worded exactly the same as the
Ruppelt letter shown on page 48 dated March 31st. The second version is
more neatly typed and is signed. Its possible the March 31st letter was
never sent to Donald Keyhoe. A two week delay in sent ing the "firm no"
missive, an interesting delay!

15 April. Danish UFO flap continues.

'Triangular spaceship?" (72.)

I Country: Denmark

. Sat 1/1. Card l/l ,

Info Spec:

Dlatri- j
& • -

-$$£.
FBIS MMlddle Eaat/WeVTEurope '

77. ■ 1358. pfTV-4'"'""V "- , -

Entire. He»

P" OVER.DENMARK--Danish offlclals-have appealed for witnesses?
oborate-awxfoman's statement that she saw a "%acesblp"""on' -:■'

- - a»g Broager, south Jutland. The woman das"cribe<f the spaceship
aaa-big, black,. low-flyln<j object bearlno on It "a white and yellow

circla^yhlcb-aeeiBed to move." . She said-that vben.,.<t-fiev;OTer-f
ar<nlu«b«r.-bf. bor'toshoe-shaped objects ^eoitflng's '

• from it. "About 20 o^her witnesses reported .aeeing%™A'Itrlan^UIarv'Bpa£
5 sea"

.'^V

Ljh 'V^1

inithe vicinity at the saoc tloe» Ooe witness sal

, fl«aS's^;in^ha-.sky^ A oeober of thevDahiBh^inSa'ft
, that|inUh».^)ast-fev days<ha nad;be«t(Vflooded!^Vl
"'fl?ace«ihlp«'aDd-.otber- celestial pheiSooe'na. , (London
Ayti^js; I958;;ii3o cmt-e)"- .■' <&:":"'?. - ■ ,•#

Blet

16 April. Ingersoll, Ontario, Canada. (Aftemooni

One hovered in the air. The other landed for a brief moment. (See
clippings;on pages 77-78)

WWDC News (Radio)

11:30 a.m.

17 April 1958.
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COULD IT BE SUPERMAN?

Unidentified Objects Stir
Interest Of Area Residents

Report! bom King street east
resident! that they had seen
"something" Hying around in th«

sky early yesterday afternoon
sent Sentinel-Review reporters to
the scene of the excitement

- It was the first report of un
identified flying object! in the
district for quite some time
and on this occasion there was-
an added twist — the men who
had seen the objects In the air
claimed, that one landed (or a
brief moment on a spot a couple'
of fields away and-then took oft
straight up into the sky.

Adrian Keet told the Sentinel-
Review that be and the men
working outside with him saw

several large silvery objects in
Qm sky .come closer and closer.
Watching intently they were sur

prised to see one actually land
a few Heidi away.' "It didn't

stay down very long," said Mr.
Keeti, "and when M took off it

went straight up into the air".
Be added But he and hit wife
watched the "thing" unta it got
so small they could ao longer
see itv
At first they thought it was a

bltf piece' of paper. Mr. Keets
said, as it twisted and turned on
1U downward flight, but added
that when it started upward' it
travelled so fast it was unlikely
It could have been that.

The men with the S-R report
ers -r- and a camera Just in case
— went to the fields when.the '
object -appeared to have landed .

and .made a thorough* search el
the ground there.. . .

There were, no traces of any
thing unusual on the land — on,

the other hand there were no-
traces of large pieces of paper.

kites or anything, else that could
account for the mysterioui sight

The "Things',* whatever they
were haven't been seen -since out
that way, but mere's still a great

deal of curiosity.'out King street
east

Birds? Paper? An optical illus
ion? Some wayward clothing

from * dotbedlM? AH toes*,
and many more suggestions have
been made' as the answer 'is
sought ,

On the other hand there were
much more interesting suggest
ions!
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THE SENTINEL-REVIEW. THURSDAY.'APRIL 17.<mi

REPORT STRANGE FLYING OBJECTS
& _£*!!»• S^I- •» «rm spread. Vn.Il. the oShortly before the Sentinel-

levlew photographer reached
he scene on RR J. IngersoU
(out King itreet east), tha two
men In the photo, Wibren Het-
lenga and Adrian Xeet (right),
reported having watched sev
eral mysterious, glowing ob
jects approach In the iky from
the north. Tlie men. working on
construction of a barn, describ
ed the flying object* as being
cornered," and from the dis

tance ; oj approximately t h a
width of two farm fields away
appeared to have tha length

an arm spread. Vnille the oth
ers hovered In the air, one of
«he «bjftct& appeared to make
a landing. But before the men
could move toward It, the
"thing" took off again, roie
•tralghl up with an accom
panying Jerky movement, and
with the'other objects, disap
peared from view. A detailed
aearch of the area shortly af
ter the reported sighting dU-
dosed nothing out of. the or
dinary, nor any signs of a land-
■ . — —ying saucer-type"

Photo).

lei dlnary, nor any
W. ing of any "flyt
of I object (Staff F
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17 April. The secret Brazilian Navy Trindade "memorandum."

"Indicate the existence of unidentified aerial objects."

An official document on the Trindade story was made available to the

Brazilian House of Representatives on April 17th. It commented on the

Barauna UFO photos and various incidents that took place on the island.

This secret document (which was minus some Top Secret information like

the electric power failures) was leaked. It was then published in sever

al Brazilian newspapers: the Correio da Manna, the 0 Jornal, and the

Jornal do Brazil.

(See Navy report on pp.81-92)

. A reaction to the leak of the Navy document appeared immediately in a press

release issued by the Navy Minister Office over the signature of Commander Raul

Lopes Cardoso:

"The Navy has sent a memorandum to the House of Representa

tives with the answers to the questions asked by Rep. S. Magal-

haes, in an official document, on the sighting of a flying sau

cer on January 16, 1958, at the Island of Trindade. I must de

clare, however, that such a memorandum is a classified document,

and the House of Representatives is not authorized to divulge

any information included there. Only the President of the Re

public, or the Navy High Command, could give the order to de
classify the Navy Secret Report on the subject and make it avail

able to the public.

"I would like to make it clear, on the hand, that the document

received by Rep. S. Magalhaes is not the Navy Secret Report it

self. That reporticontinues to be absolutely secret. Any infor
mation or comments about it are still forbidden. What was sent

to the House was a single memorandum, classified too." (73.)

18 April. Soviets charge the U.S. with "provocations."

The official admission on April 7th by America's Strategic Air Command that

"mysterious formations" detected by Air Force radar networks had triggered a

number of SAC bomber sorties was carefully noted by the Soviet Union. Ten

days later the Reds issued strong protests. Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A.
Gromyko held a news conference to say the "provocations" would be brought to
the attention of the United Nations Security Council without delay. The claim
that SAC aircraft carrying nuclear bombs had been scrambled in the direction

of the Soviet homeland because of meteor flights, interference of high frequ
ency transmitters, or the "appearance of foriegn objects that have never been

explained," did not impress Moscow. The Soviets did not buy any of the sug
gested excuses and preferred to attribute the problem to "provocative actions"

by the American Air Force. (74.)

19 April. Albuquerque, New Mexico. (3:30 a.m.)

"A controlled object in the sky." (See clipping on page 93)

19 April. Tupancireta, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil, (no time)

(Continued on page 94)
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

GENERAL STAFF, OF THE FLEET

SUBDIVISION OF INFORMATION

SUBJECT:

1. Clarification of the observation of unidentified flying objects

sighted on the Island of Trinidad, in the period of 12/5/57 to 1/16/53.

OCCURRENCES:

1. Captain of Corvette Carlos Albr.rto Ferreira nacollar,

Commandant of the Oceanographic Station of the Island of Trinidad sub

mitted the following information to the General Staff of the Fleet on

January 27 of the current year [1953].

I - That he knew of the sighting, over the Island, of the passage

of an unidentified flying object, on 12/31/57, seen by the

Medical Officer, 1st Lieutenant Ignacio.Carlos Moreira

Murta, by one crewman and by five workmen, during the

morning, about 10 minutes before 8 o'clock; and that in view

> of the conviction of the observers and the agreement of the

information reported, he had resolved to communicate by r?.dio,

which brought about the present verification;

II - That on this occasion he found out that an identical object had

been seen previously, on 12/5/57, by a workman, also in the

mornin'j rj .-.- •.•.•.:•:-!•.•.' Mv .: - ,:--.'ic time.
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2

~: - T;a.: cr. :na follow:;;} oay, l/i/58, at the same time, in the

sirr.a location and wuh a direction approximately northv/ard

(:.-.e same as in the previous cases)'something appeared,

moving w th incredible velocity. In spite of the affirmations

of various crewmen, he believed, and stfll behoves, thai

it v/as a sea gull, in spite of the brilhar.ee which it presented

at a certain point of the trajectoryjhis doubt originates from

the fact that the object -- or gull-- was projected against the

sky, producing, in his opinion, a stereoscopic-effect;

IV - That posteriorly, on 1/2/59, a new alert had been given, this

time at night, at about 10:00 pm, an alert to which he gave no

importance, because he himself was on watch and had seen

nothing;

V - That finally, on the morning of 1/16/58, on board the ship NE

"Admiral Saldanha," then achored next to the Island, and at

the moment carrying out the operation of hoisting the launch,

another alert of the UFO had been given, simultaneously by

personnel in the prow and in the stern of the ship;

VI - That, on this last occasion, a professional photographer,

civilian, who was on deck in the stern of the ship, ready to

p.iotograph the operation of hoisting the launch, advised and

aierted about the UFO, bad the opportunity to take four

cr.jtogtaphs which are stov.n;
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"ii - T.-.ic, afcsr having taken the above-mentioned photographs,

t-.e photographer, in the presence of CC Bacellar and other

persons, took the roll of film from the machine:; later, in

company of this official he went to the dark room of the ship

(improvised in the head of the infirmary), dressed as he was

in shirt and shorts, and vhere he remained only ten minutes,

presenting at once the negative of the film to CC Bacellar,

who affirms having seen the above-mentioned UFO represented

on the negative, although with much less clarity because the

film was somewhat dark;

VIII- That, posteriorly, when the above-mentioned photographs were

shown to persons on the ship who witnessed the phenomenon,

they recognized the image represented in the photograph as

identical to that which they saw in the air;

XXI - That the person who called the attention of the photographer

to take the photographs was a retired Aviation Captain of the

Brazilian Air Force, then on the ship coordinating an amateur

group of divers specializing in submarine fishing, also a

specialty of the photographer;

X - That the whole process of taking photographs must not have

lasted more than thirty seconds;

XI - That, finally, there was observed, in a marKed way, a strong

emotional state in the phoiocjrapher as well as in the persons who

saw the UFO.
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2. L-nrr.eciately CC Bacellar related a phenomenon observed by

him parson*'.;,- -uring his stay on the .Island, twice, with thu aid of a

precision th=c Jolite, during the day and Witnessed by other persons, in

the following terms:

I - That he was obsorvmg a sounding balloon when he beca.r.e a,ware

of the falling of the transmitter, a falling clearly recog.-.ized

by the signals heared on the receiver and by the line traced on

the recorder;

II - That after the above-mentioned falling the sounding balloon

must have burst, since the average duration of a balloon is

40 minutes, after which it bursts because of having reached

great height;

III - That the sounding balloon in accompaniment was concealed,

at 14,000 meters of altitude, approximately, when it lost the

transmitter, and that immediately afterward he observed

a point in the sky at about 30° , on the horizontal of the point

in which the balloon had disappeared upon passing behind a

cloud;

IV - That seen through the theodolite the point observed presented

a strange snaps of a half moon, with a certain reflection o:

light, tha phenomenon remaining for 3 hours and a half, tho

obj2ct apparently moving with the sams angular velocity as the .

sun;

V - Tr.ai '.he point only failed to be seen when the sky becjsn to be

crvered with cirrus
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VI - That hs had not been able to explain what he had observed,

considering the duration of the sounding balloons, the snape

and illumination of the object and the state of the sky (moon,

stars), leaving no margin for doubt;

VH - That, finally, the phenomenon was also witnessed by the

Doctor, various crewmen and by a civil functionary of the DHN

2. The one who took the photographs, professional photographer

Aln-.iro Barauna, residing on Praia de Icarai 251, Apartment 1004, in

Niteroi, heard in this General Staff of the Fleet (Headquarters), declared

the following;

I - That he was on the deck, in the stern, of the ship NE "Admiral

Saldanha" when he was called to see a strange obj ect, which he

succeeded in seeing after watching a short while;

II - That, immediately after seeing the object, he aimed his

camera, taking six photographs successively;

III - That, at once, having no more film, he took the used roll out

of the machine and remained almost an hour with the roll in

his hands, waiting for the strong emotional state in which he

found himself to pass; then, he went to the dark room to

develop the film, by then accompanied by CC Bacellar;

IV - That he was in said dark room for the space of 10 minutes,

approximately, accon pained only by the Aviation Captain

already mentioned, who served h:n. ;u. aid. When the

developing -vaa n:..^..>.u, ,m ^..^..^ ine still clamp film to
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CC Bacellar, thlr.'-cir.j tnac the object which had been photo-

gr&p.-.ec had not appeared on the developed film. This

:~?ression was contradicted by CC Bacellar himself, who

showed him certain spots which could be the object m question;

V - That, immediately afterward, he put the film away until his

return to Rio de Janeiro, when, in his laboratory, he made

several enlarged copies; the UFO shov/ed up well only on two

plates, because the negative was quite dark;

VI - In order to improve the negatives, he performed the operation

known as "reduction," an operation which consists in lightening

all the negative equally. However, as on two plates the UFO

was already visible and, fearful of losing them in case he

should not succeed, he cut the roll of film and submitted to

the process only the four negatives, the UFO having, then,

appeared on two of them, and in different dimensions, iorm

and position;

VII - That, seeing the UFO with the naked eye, he had had the

impression of a solid body, with indefinite contours, of great

mobility and manageability at high speed, of imprecise color

because it seemed to be wrapped in a substance which he

compares to "soapsuds;" it also gave the impression of

leaving a wake of like appearance and it made no noise when it

rr.oved;
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VIE - T;-.at he became profoundly moved with what he s>aw, having

even felt difficulty during the process of developing the film,

caused his nervous state;

IX - That he put his negatives at the disposition of the General Staff

for all the examinations judged necessary for proof of authenticity.

4. From the declarations made, according to the above report, we

summarize the following principal facts;

a) Observed, above the Island of Trinidad, by different persons,

the appearance of UFO four times, tlircs in the morning and one

at night;

• b) Observed, by CC Bacellar and by other persons, in the morning,

once, what he thought to be a Sea gull, in spite of crewmen

(SGs and MNs) who were with him and affirmed it to be a UFO;

c) Observed, twice over the Island, by his then Military

Commandant, Superior Officer of the Fleet, a hydrographer

experienced in meteorology and in radiosounding operations, and

by other persons, a phenomenon which he, CC Bacellar, could

not explain satisfactorily;

d) Obtained, on board the NE "Admiral Saldanha," when it was

anchored off the Island of Trinidad, on its return to Rio, four

photoi;r.iphs of the UFO, by a civilian professional photographer,

in the presence of other persons who affirm having seen the

photographed object.
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1. Tr.? ar.aiysis of the preceding facts shows:

a) Tr.at of the five observations of tie UFO four wore ciurir.-; tnc day

and one at night;

b) That of the five observations of the UFO only one was witiessad

by CC Bacellar, who prefers to accept the hypothesis of .-.aving

seen a gull;

c) / That the persons who affirm having seen the UFO are" of various

qualifications -- workmen, sailors, dentist, doctor, aviation

officer and professional photographer;

d) That no officer of the Fleet saw the phenomena related above,

with the exception of those narrated by CC Bacellar;

e) That in all cases a very strong emotional state was noted on the

part of those who witnessed the appearance of the UFO, including

the professional photographer, a man accustomed to submarine

photographs. (There was even a case of a workman, a ycung

man considered normal, who ran av/ay in fright;]

f) That the testimonies, in spite of the great difficulty in obtaining

them from personnel for the most part of rudimentary ec.cation,

are in agreement as to;

Form — from the now classic Disc, although irregular, tending

to tear-shaped. Seen from below, according to observers who

siv; it when it passed ov-t the Ic.iand on 12/31/57, it presontec:

a hexagonal-re •r.\r-\ ;h.\r.<\ Soar, from n. distance, it prsoanled
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t.13 shape of a disc, with protuberances on the upper ana lower

parts;

Coior -- For some, indefinite; for others, of stainless itael;

Sound -- Unanimously the witnesses affirm not having hsard

any sound;

Discharges -- Some affirm having seen a discharge, in the

form of a fine white trace against the sky; others say they

saw nothing in this respect;

Dimensions -- No observer succeeded in estimating dimensions,

including the aviator and the photographer.

Velocity -- All are unanimous in recognizing that the UFO was

endowed with very great velocity, without being able to estimate

it however.

Mobility -- All the witnesses agree in recognizing great mobility;

the movements noted are not continuous, like those of airplanes,

but much more rapid and brusque;

Manageability -- Also all recognized great manageability in the

observed object;

Altitude and distance — Only the observers of 12/31/57, when the

UFO was seen passing over the Island estimated the altitude,

comparing it with the height of Desejado Peak, approximately

three times that height, or 1300 meters;

Appearance -- A solid body, of indefinite contours;

Time oi obscr-vr-Uona -- Very short, estimated always in seconds.
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c) Thac the personnel v/ho saw the UFO know perfectly how to

identify an airplance, as when planes flew over the Islar.d,

communications v/ere made to the DliN;

h) That under the circumstances in which the photographs were

taken and immediately developed, the atmosphere in which this

was done and the state of the photographer, as well as the time

during which this work lasted all indicate that no photographic

montage was done;

i) That regarding the photographic proof, undeniable of greatest

value and importance there remain as:

Negative factors

I - No copy of the film was made at the moment of developing;

II - The negative, after developing, was not kept lr.tact by the

Commandant of the ship;

IH - The work of copying and enlargement was made by the

photographer in his own laboratory.

Positive factors

I - The testimony of CC Bacellar that he saw the recently-

developed and still damp film, the marks that he later

identified on the copies as the object photographed and that

the film contained the previous photographs of the hoisting

of cn.3 launch;

■\- II - The U1.'.: "-ny cf persons who saw the object and who,

spaing the copies of the photographs affirm having seen

psaf"f.7 th'ii '. • :h appears in the photograph;
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«

j) That v.\th respect to the negatives, they were submitted to

examination by the technician of the DHN and by technicians of

Aerial Photography Survey Service of airline Cruzeiro do Sul,

with the following results:

I - The technician jf the DHN, after making the examinations,

affirms: the negatives are natural, of the object photographed,

II - The technicians of Cruzeiro, after more complete and

, thorough examinations, including microscopic, for the

verificat ion of signs, luminosity and details of contour,

affirm:

- There was on the above-mentioned negatives no sign of

montage, all indicating it to be a negative of the object

really photographed;

- Any hypothesis of posterior montagem was removed;

- It v/ould be impossible to prove either the existence or

nonexlstence of anterior montage, which requires, however,

extreme technical skill and circumstances favorable to its

execution.

CONCLUSIONS '

1. In view of the pressntation of the facts and the analysis carried out •

and expressed above, it can,be concluded:

A - That there are innumerable witnesses who affirm having seen

UFOs ever the Island of Trinidad. Those witnesses are of various
i

I
I ' categories, and the appearances occurred on different days.
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3 - ChE.: ;hs testimonies prssented are fallible, owing principally

to the little preparation of the majority of the obcervtrj and

the rapidity with which the phenomenon passed, nothing can

be stated conclusively, therefore, as to positive data about the

UFOs.

C - That the strongest and most valid testimony offered, that of

the photographer, loses its definitively convincing character

given the technical impossibility of proving if there was or

not previous photographic montage.

D - That, finally, the existence of personal testimonies and of a

photographer, of some value given the circumstances involved,

permit the admission that there are indications of the existence

of the UFO.

3/2/53
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Mystery

., . . By The Assodate* Trees ;,;W;

r A uniformed security"gniaid?T?otkIng-Ta
brosia ■ Lake area' said ■ today.'- h$£dla?t
watched for several hours Saturday morun*'

Grants'art*. . -. . .

Reeder said today he" and
Turbin were on duty over'

looking a mine operation about
28 miles northwest of Grants
when, at about 3:30 a.m. Satur

day, "we spotted .what looked
like a headlight or searchlight
on a mesa to me northeast" '

The guard said the light
"bounced what appeared to be
a few feet three or four times
and then shot, straight up in
the air,"grew brighter' and
brighter: ft- war so 'bright' it
made' tears come to our eyes."
A streamer then shot out

from the bright white due "at
what would be about six
o'clock on a clock face," Reed
er said. "It appeared to be 10
or 20 feet long and was a

lUver white. Other streamers
shot out later from about 3
o'clock and about 12 o'clock,
then they changed colon from
white to red and blue."

Heads East

When the streamers were
spotted. Header said, the light
'shot up to I would say JJ.OOO

or 40,000 feet Then it made

a horizontal circle and then

headed what appeared to be
east toward Tucumcut We

could see it a long way away.
Then it came back about half
way, -stopped for a while, and

then returned to Its original
position." ■

Reeder said he and Turbin
watched the light until just
about daylight.

He said that both noticed

See LIGHT. Page

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The Albuquerque Tribune.

21 April 58.

MYSTERY" LIGHTJ
Continued from Fa«Vbne

from time to time "a light over
toward the west of the object

that looked like the brief glare

from an' explosion' of some
kind. It was a yellowish color.
Every time we taw that glare,1

the raigh't object'la the sky
moved.*-CIN,' ,'■£.. ■
\ . Bee Glow - .,

\ Reeder^ said he and Turbin
watched • forithel object again

Sunday morning "and while it

was cloudy, we believe we saw

a dull glow through the clouds

in the same general area that

might have been the lame

thing." - •

Another Argus crew operat

ing 22 miles from the post held

by Reeder and Turbin have

been asked to watch for the

unusual tight.

Neither said anything about

their experience until Reeder

reported it to his employer,

Harlan Wetiel, today,

i Trained Observers

WeUel said "We've all read

and heard, of course, about peo

ple seeing strange sights in the

sky. I wouldn't even bother

telling anyone about this except

these two men axe highly train

ed, reliable observers."

Reeder has been in outside

investigative work about eight

or nine years after service in

the Navy. Turbin has a back

ground in Army communica-

Itlons work.
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Stop the train!

A press account states that three strange objects were seen near the town

of Tupancireta which is in the southern state of Rio Grande do Sul. Three

objects were flying around at low height for a considerable period of time.

It was said the UFOs were visible for almost 12 hours. The sight was so re

markable a passenger train stopped so the passengers could watch! (75.)

19 April. England.

"Atomic raiders."

3:20 a.m. London time.

Air defense radar at the big A-bomber base at Lakenheath, Suffolk, pick

ed up some ominous radar targets at 3:20 a.m. over the English coast in the

Wash area. There were five targets at a low altitude moving toward London.

The high brass at Lakenheath were alerted.

Calls were made to RAF bases and civil air authorities to determibe if

known air traffic could account for the targets. Results were negative.

Senior officers rushed to Lakenheath combat operations, some half dress

ed, having been called from their beds.

Radar screens at Sculthorpe, a U.S. bomber base near Lakenheath, confirm

ed the existence of the mystery targets.

3:45 a.m. London time.

Jet fighters were rolled out of their hangers. Pilots ran to their

briefing rooms while they struggled to strap on their gear. The radar tar

gets were only 10 miles from Lakenheath.

Before the fighters could take off, a Major Fletcher in charge of the

combat center at Sculthorpe gave the order "stand down." The UFOs were, he
said, just "weather phenomena." (76.)

The "false alarm," coming as it did just 24 hours after protest by the

Soviet Union, could not be kept secret among the British. The crowded is

land nation was deeply worried about a nuclear attack. It would take only a

few H-bombs to obliterate England and there was no place to run.

The London Sunday Express splashed this headline across its front page:

FIGHTER~CRlWS" CATLH) CDTFOI 'ATOM RAIDERS1 ALERT AT DAWN. (77.)

Like NICAP, the editors of England's Flying Saucer Review came to believe

this "false alarm" issue was a soft spot ufthe defenses put up by the anti-
UFO forces. It was decided an attempt would be made to exploit the situa

tion. The Review published an appeal to its readers to launch a letter cam

paign to get the UFO-false alarm issue raised in the House of Commons.

21 April. Tucson, Arizona. (9:30 p.m.)

"Resembling neither airplane lights or wandering stars."

An Arizona paper printed:

"People continue to see strange things in the night sky resem

bling neither airplane lights or wandering stars.

"Richard Simon of New York, staying at El Carnila Guest Ranch,

Tanque Verde Road, reported he and four others saw a bright red
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object in the sky followed by four

smaller white objects at about 9:30

p.m. yesterday.

"He said the red object stood still

in the sky while the four smaller

objects, described as oval-shaped,

continued moving. When he glanced

from the white objects back to the

red one, it was gone. The red object,

he said, appeared bigger than the big

gest star in the heavens." (78.)

22 April. Minneapolis, Minnesota.

(Between 10-11:00 p.m.)

'Orange thing" hovers over house.

(See typed report on page 96)

23 April. General Chassin issues a

warning.

The Soviet complaint and global

danger.

JPorkmqn Loses.,

^Flying Saucer*

Injuries Claim

TRENTON, NJ.. April 22 —

Despite' his claim' oj injuries
suffered from watching a fly-

' i»g saucer,'Harry-J.^Sturde-
vant,68, has been denied work-

Jian's.. Compensation. by N«w
ersey.- * ■■■ -• *

.' As, r aigbt^watc.hman on a
State'highway, project In IBM;
•Mr. Sturdevant said be iawa

ci£ar<shaped object, 60 to lOQ
'feet (opg, which 'gave; off I
nauseating smelL Since ihta,

be said, he has suffered throat
j spasms, loss of taste and smell,
burning eyes and deafness in
the right ear and baa bean un
able to work.
Evidently unimpressed, Roger

W. Kelly, Deputy Director of
the State ' Compensation Div
ision here, ruled yesterday it
was all a hallucination.

Admitting that a certain percentage

of UFO reports stubbornly resist attempts to explain them conventionally,

General L.M. Chassin, General Air Defense Coordinator, Allied Air Forces,

Central Europe (NATO), wrote for public consideration an essay that urged an

international program of UFO observation and data collection. He stated:

"It is the business of governments

to take a hand, if only to avoid the

danger of global tragedy such as was

revealed by the Soviet complaint to

the Security Council recently. For

if we persist in refusing to recog

nize the existence of these uniden

tified objects, we will end up, one

find day, by mistaking them for the

guided missiles of an enemy; and the

worst will be upon us." (80.)

Right:

French General Lionel Max Chassin

(1902-1970)

This picture and his obituary can

be found in the Flying Saucer

Review Vol.17, No.37 May-June
1971. p.2. Ceneral Uootl Chassin
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ThC LADY WHO FIRST ilQMTtO THIS OBJCCT WAS JUST FINISHED WITH HER EVENINO IRONINO

ANO SAT DOWN TO WATCH TV. THCRC (AS A LOT Of INTCRrCRCNCE »ITH THC PICTURE WHICH

SHE HAD NCVCR EXPERIENCED BEFORE ANO SHE WAS CONCIOUS OF A BLIGHT HUH AND A HAROLY

N0TICA8LC VIBRATION^ SHE OPCNED THE DOOR AND LOOKED OUT OF THE HOUSE TO SEC WHAT

■AS CAU8IN0 IT. DlRCCTLV ABOVE THC HOUSE ACROSS THE STREET IN A! NNW 0IRECTI ON

•■ 8MC- 8»» A 'LAROC .BRIOHT ORANOC LISHT FROM WHICH THE HUH AND VIBRATION WAS APPARENTLY

"'-'-COMINO FROM..
■ : * i :' '" ~ , ■ I

* _**« jt .->.\.*».i »»-»*»« .t ■»■ > • • ■ ' • -' « > ! '

, '• J ■'. I..T I ,

'she was'startlco to'see thc'lloht .just stationery^ there with no apparent movement.

' she btcpped'otftsfo'e and looked at it for about a minute but all-she coulo sec •

was the laroe'roranoc lioht and coulo not make out if it was attachco to someino

cls'c. " •-■"■••, ■' "

■When I askco her .to point upwaro at about the anole whc saw this shc potnceo

' ABOUT 25 TO 30°.'UP. / 'IN RCOARO TO THC SIZC OF THC LIOHT SHC COMPARED IT IN

; 81 It TO-THAT'Or'-THC \lPPCR HALF OF A WINOOW IN THC HOUSC< OVCR WHICH IT WAS
HOVCRINO AS SHE 0B8ERVE0 THC SIZC OF THC WINOOW FROM ACROSS TKE STRCCT.

Startled and 'friqhtcnco and hcr husband not bcinq home shc went next door and

callco hcr nciohbor who camc out. just at this timc thc lioht took off strioht

up rapioly and scchcd to split into two liohts slightly seperatco and looked

somethino like a dumbcll but she could not tell if there was a connection bctween

the two liohts. when it took off thc color chanoco to white.

The nciohior laoy saw thc objcct as it was bccomino smaller ano ooino up and the

TWO LIOHTS HAD MEROCD INTO ONE SMALL WHITE LIOHT NOW. It OOT SO SMALL THAT IT

could not havc bccn told from a star if they had not had, their eyes on it as it

rose ano knew which one it was. it then slowly.or.slower than it had riscn

moved north until it was almost to thc horizon whcn.lt rcvcricd direction ano wcnt

south passins back ovcr thc two ladics watchino it and 010 not 00 quite as near

the south horizon when it rcversco aoain ano maoc a sort of circular path back

north aoain ano disapcarco from sioht whcn it oot 80 small they couldn't sec

it any lonocr. . ......

The neiohbor lady did not hcar thc hum or sec the object while it was still oransc.

Shc had howcvcr notcceo that hcr TV had a lot ,of interccrencc shortly before.

I CHCCKCD THE LOCAL CLIMATOLOOICAL OATS. 0> THE US CBPT. OF COMMERCE, WEATHER BUREAU

VOR THC M|NNCAPOLIS-ST. PAUL AREA ITIR'jtMf TIMC OF THIS SISHTINO.

This is'what'they showcoi"

Sky Co»cr

Visibility

Station Prcbsurc ••

Dry Buts'TcMPCRATURC

Wet Bulb Temperature

Relative Humioity

Otw Point >,

.Wind Direction

• •' a*» Wiho'Spcco i

V.

15

P. M.

. TENTHS

MILES '

Unlimited

28

39

71

.91 INC
«F.. ■
Op.,

SSW

7

Rcmarksi Thc switch in wind dircction in this period mi'oht causc a ballon to

'."■v..»- .. , ,,v *p,PtA" To,.00 NORTH AMD,THEN RCVERSC ANO 00 SOUTH BUT THC REST OF THE

''''REPORT THE CHANOCS IN COLOR, THE HOVERINO ANO THEN RAPID RISE IN
ALTITUOE WOULD SEEM TO RULC OUT A BALLON.

ROBCRT Q. SAUR
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More from General Chassin.

What did the General think of the ET hypothesis?

Unlike others who held high positions in the military, the General dared

to say: "Why not?" He insisted that we, the people of the Earth, must be

willing to admit that beings may exist whose civilization has far outstrip

ped own own, "perhaps not very far away from us." He recommended that per

sons maintain an attitude of caution, work, and to reserve judgement.

(81.)

24 April. The Air Force gives up on the Tonopah case.

The "acceptable conclusion" mentioned by Col. Gilbert is the summary of

Dr. Fitts1 letter to Howard Cross of the Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI)

dated April 3rd. (See letter terminating investigation on page 98)

25 April. Lt. Col. Petersen of the Danish Air Force.

Besides General Chassin, another NATO officer went public with his UFO

views at this time. On April 25th Lt. Col. Petersen, who was investigating

the Danish UFO flap, talked to the Danish newspaper B-T. The Danish officer

made no attempt to hide his unabashed ET sympathies. Apparently there was

no restrictions imposed upon him by his superiors in contrast to the U.S.

military. This no doubt contributed to the high number of UFO reports being

made in Denmark. Colonel Petersen informed the newspaper B-T:

"So many reports...have been sent to the Air Force Station of
Skrydstrup that they have been unable to cope with them all and

more are expected in the near future." (82.)

The feature article carrying Col. Petersen's opinions appeared on April

25th. A newsman, reporting on his interview of Colonel Petersen, wrote:

"...he cannot forbid anyone drawing logical conclusions that his

observations on radar screens have not been able to overthrow his
belief on mysterious flying objects.

"He has, in spite of his duty of silence, found his way to disclose
that he has seen two unidentified objects on the radar screen. They

both disappeared when approached by two jets which had been ordered

to investigate.

"The Colonel has spoken to quite a few eyewitnesses of these sight
ings.

"Colonel Petersen stated: 'I would like to stress that anyone who

is confronted by a space ship should remain quiet and clam. There

are no grounds for panicking. There is not one report available

which gives reason to believe that they are hostile towards us on
this earth.

'"Nothing is gained by rejecting all the accounts as phantasy. The

official denials the Air Force have issued one could have done with

out. When ordinary commonplace people can make authenticated obser
vations, it is no good telling them they have been taken in or been

subject to optical illusions. Instead the authorities should take
the trouble to talk to the eyewitnesses.
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i !

v 2V AprU 1958

MEMORANDUM FOR Colonel Eriksen, AFCIM-UXI
Mr. Arcier

SUBJECT: Special Inveatigatlon - 1st Lt J. 7. Long, A0-3O2861tO

, 1.. I do not feel that the proposed 031 investigation is necessary for. the
following reasons: . *

„ , , gj a. If the' OSI determines,that the subject's background'.does not <*■

sugges'i any tendencies toward exaggerations or hoaxes, ottfypresentr.SbncluslonsvL
regarding the sighting are neither strengthened nor weakened: , '"*''' ;*«•■

* b. If the .081 determines that the subject's background does, contain '
indication vhlchiwould suggest a definite tendency toward exaggerations or'hoaxes,

ATIC Is then bound to take some foUow-np action'. Such action would b* *»**i*wrt*\

to the Individual concerned, and would not positively dlepwve the, alleged eighth

'*-'",- „ ;„M. , 1 ■ . . i
e. She'final paragraph of the report by Dr. Fltts seens to me to be j

an entirely acceptable conclusion In regard to this case. I recommend that this ;

conclusion be accepted and that the case be closed. '

Ind - H. K. GIIBBHS

Ltr to Dlat Codr, 5th Dist Off Colonel, USA?

of- Special Investigation AFCIN-UB
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'"There are only very few single witness accounts. For the most
part unidentified objects seen in the air have been observed by sev
eral people simultaneously at different places, so one has been able
to take thorough bearings... In December a space ship was observed
from Almind and Sdr. Bjert, bearings showed that it must have been
at Fyns Hoved and that it was at least three kilometres in length.
Already now I know that no saucers can appear unless in connection
with a mother space ship. All accounts seem to coincide. When a
space ship appears it will fly around five to ten minutes before
anything happens, then it will begin to unload the saucers...The
wave of saucers we are having now corresponds to that which passed
over America in 1951-52. No one can make me believe that the Rus
sians could be so reckless to make experiments over American terri
tory.

'"The frequency with which the space ships appear is what we first
of all have to calulate. It is a certainty that intelligent beings
from space do listen in to broadcasts from the earth. They appear
every time a missile has been fired and when an atom bomb has been

exploded. Flying saucers appeared when Queen Elizabeth visited Co
penhagen because the Air Force during the parade had been particu
larly active. Even now it is possible to foresee events which will

cause the saucers to appear. One theory is that they are anxious
on other planets about our atom experiments. They are anxious to
know if anything will happen to upset the balance of the universe.'
"What happens if a space ship lands near you? Colonel Petersen

says:'Stop at 50 metres from the ship and spread the arms out in a

friendly manner. It is not necessary to speak, but think seriously

in friendly terms. Never attempt to shoot at any object or show
war-like intentions...I have not the least doubt that I would try
and establish contact given the chance, even if my wife forbids me
to do so,1 said the Colonel with a smile.

"Colonel Petersen is 34 years old and has spent most of his life
in the service." (83.)

Not only did the Colonel use the words "space ship" when discussing UFOs,
he had the nerve to establish a non-military, non-official, UFO club. Five
Danish jet pilots signed up. The group was known by its initials: "S.U.F.O.

28(29?) April. Bridgeport, Connecticut. (11:10 p.m.)

"Misty cigar."

A letter to NICAP sent by a Mr. Franklin Pierce said:

"I had been in conversation with three friends in my cellar --dis
cussing minerals. They left at 11:00 and we stood out in the back

yard talking when I spotted an object in the sky. I spoke of it to
my friends (names on request) and they all saw it. As near as I
can, I will describe it.

"It appeared to be cigar-shaped, but not clearly defined, it look
ed misty, like a cloud with the moonlight on it. At first we thought
it a vapor trail from a jet but the entire 'cloud' moved along at a
very fast rate of speed. As to lenght, judging by a pencil, the way
artists measure, it was about 1 in. on the pencil. Of course it was
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quite high, much higher than the clouds. It was travelling approxi

mately south-southwest but when almost out of sight it curved around

to due south. There was no bright lights(s) and no noise --just its

vague shape. Shooting behind the clouds and then coming into view

again in the open areas. From directly overhead, till it disappear

ed in the south, I'd say it was approximately 2 or 3 minutes." (84.)

30 April. El Paul, Granada, Spain, (no time)

According to our source:

"St. Ignacio Jimenez Leyva and a shepher named Torcuato Sanchez saw

a craft come to the ground at nightfall. It was about 10 meters in

diameter, very bright, and came to rest on a hillside. A shoft 10

meters in diamter, very bright, and came to rest on a hillside. A

short time later it flew away towards Baza, leaving a yellowish

trail. (85.)

30 April. Three day meeting of the scientific advisory board.

A top secret meeting of the Air Force's scientific advisory board, a group

composed a military and civilian experts, met at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Davton, Ohio. This was an annual event and the UFO problem may have

been at Jie top of list of issues to discuss, especially with the recent

"false alarm" uproar. The chairman of the advisory board could have a lot

to say about UFOs, he was James H. Doolittle, a retired Air Force Lieuten

ant General whose personal experience with UFOs dated back to the 1946 Ghost

Rocxets.
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Appendix:

Translation by Donald J. Long from a photocopy of a transcript

of the original papyrus scroll document now alleged to be in the

Egyptian Museum of Turin, Italy. Taken from the book: The Ancient

Egyptian UFO Case? by Donald Long. Privately printed by Light

Research" It3.7~P7O. Box 32, Menlo Park, California. 94026-0032.
Copyright 1994. pp.9-10. If true, this UFO report is 3,500

years old, probably the earliest known "flying saucer" case. With

that in mind, perhaps one could say the Egyptian's "invented UFOs."


